


Co-founder Chief Ygboo an4 Director
Jerry Yang, a Taiwanese native j-gi5e4 in San Jose, Calif,
co-created the Yaboo! Internet navigational guide in. April 1994
with David Filoand co-founded Yahoo! Inc. in April 1995. Yang,
a leading force in the media industry, has been instrumental in
building Yahoo! into the world's most highly trafficked Web site
and one o f the Internet's most recognized brands. A member of
Yahoo! 's board o(directors, Yang works closely with the company's .
president and CEO to develop corporate business strategies and
guide the future direction o f the company. Yang holds B.S. and
M.S. degrees in electrical engineering from Stanford University
and is currently on a leave of absence from Stanford's electrical
engineering Ph.D. program.
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• David Fiio, a native of Moss B!uf£ U-, co-created the Yahoo!
Internet navigational guide in April 1994- with Jerry Yang and
co-founded Yahoo! Inc.in April 1995. Fiio serves 35 a key
technologist, directing the technical operations behind the
company's global network of Web properties. He is credited
with helping build Yahoo! into the world's most highly trafficked
Web site and one of the Internet's most recognized brands. Fiio
holds a B.5. degree in computer engineering from Tulane University
and ^ M.S. degree in electrical engineering from Stanford University.
He is currently on a leave of absence from Stanford's electrical engineering
Ph.D. progi-am.





Timothy Brady
Senior Vice President, Chief Product Officer

Yahoo! Inc.

As Yahoo! Inc.'s third employee, Tim Brady has played a key role in successfully managing all
marketing, operation and business development to launch Yahoo! commercially, and to help make
Yahoo! into one of the most recognized brands associated with the Internet. Today, as the senior vice
president of network services, Brady continues to be an integral driver behind Yahoo!'s successful
network of properties and oversees production of all the company's properties.

Prior to joining Yahoo!, Brady spent three years with Motorola's Semiconductor Division in Tokyo as
product marketing manager of the 16-bit microcontroller product line. In this role, he managed the
introduction of the product line into Japan, overseeing business development, public relations, and
custom product development. Under his direction, the 16-bit microcontroller product line in Japan was
built from scratch into a $6 million dollar business. Brady holds an M.B.A. from Harvard University
and a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Stanford University.

About Yahoo!
Yahoo! Inc. is a global Internet communications, commerce and media company that offers a
comprehensive branded network of services to more than 156 million individuals each month
worldwide. As the first online navigational guide to the Web, www.yahoo.com is the leading guide in
terms of traffic, advertising, household and business user reach, and is one of the most recognized
brands associated with the Internet. The company also provides online business services designed to
enhance the Web presence of Yahool's clients, including audio and video streaming, store hosting and
management, and Web site tools and services. The company's global Web network includes 23 local
World properties outside the United States. Yahoo! has offices in Europe, the Asia Pacific, Latin
America, Canada and the United States, and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif.
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Yahoo Leads
Web Shares
To Jackpot
Many employees make
a killing overnight

Yesterday's Web-stock buying
frenzy yielded eye-popping sums
for executives and founders of the
Internet companies.

Yahoo founders David Filo, 31,
and Jerry Yang, 29, who each own
5.75 million shares of their compa-
ny's stock, saw the value of their
stakes soar to $659.8 million basG r̂
on yesterday's closing price. The
company's 470 employees all own
stock options.

'There is a growing belief that
this is not a f lash-in-the-pan media.
It is a real business with a global
reach," said Barak Berkowitz, vice
president of marketing at Info-
seek. "This is not CB radio or a
fad."

Financial investors, who a year
ago openly questioned whether
the young industry was more hype
than substance, are now eager to
plunk their money on Internet
stocks.

"The investment community is
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By Jon Swartz
Chronicle Staff Writer

In one of the biggest days ever
for online companies on Wall
Street, a quartet of Internet firms
hit their own version of the Super
Lotto jackpot yesterday.

Propelled by a surge in Yahoo's
stock, shares of Web search com-
panies shot to record levels, creat-
ing overnight fortunes for many
employees with stock options.

Yahoo, the upstart Santa Clara
company, soared $17.25, to a re-
cord $114.50 a share. Excite, its
Redwood City rival, rocketed
$8.75, to an all-time high of $62.25.
Shares in Sunnyvale-based Info-
seek rose $1.31, to $22 — just shy of
its 52-week high. And Lycos of
Waltham, Mass., climbed $5.94, to a
record $64.63 a share.

The leap in stock prices had
employees celebrating as if they
were the Bakersfield Wal-Mart
workers who won the California
lottery.

"(The recent surge) has put me
in a very good position to buy a
house sooner than I had expect-
ed," said Craig Epstein, 27, an asso-
ciate producer of content at Ex-
cite. "I can also afford a Mercedes.
It's great to be in a financially se-
cure situation."
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YAHOO: Web Stocks Surge
From Page 1

beginning to realize that, hey,
these Internet media companies
are real businesses," said analyst
Patrick Keane of Jupiter Commu-
nications in New York.

The Internet companies' for-
tunes have been rising because ad-
vertising and online traffic is
flourishing, market researchers
said.

Advertisers are expected to
spend $1.87 billion on online spots
— more than twice what they did a
year ago, according to Jupiter
Communications. Meanwhile, the
number of households with access
to the World Wide Web is expect-
ed to more than double to 56 mil-
lion in 2002, from 25 million today.

The Internet's growing popu-
larity with mainstream America
has helped win over a skeptical
Wall Street, which is "more com-
fortable with the idea that the
Web will become an everyday part
of people's lives," said George Bell,
chief executive of Excite. "And, I'll
admit, Yahoo's recent results spik-
ed everyone's stock hi the last 24
hours."

On Tuesday, Yahoo reported
impressive first-quarter earnings
and said traffic on its Internet di-
rectory continued to grow. Its
profits were $4.3 million (8 cents
per share), or twice what analysts
had expected. The company said
its Web pages averaged 95 million
hits per day in March, up from 65
million in December.

Shares of Yahoo have nearly
doubled since late January, and
the company now has a market

value of $5.3 billion.
What a difference a year

makes.
Twelve months ago, investors

in the same Internet companies
did not have much to whoop
about.

After a hot start that netted the
four top Internet search engine
companies millions of dollars in
initial public offerings, most of the
stocks were unable to maintain
their lofty prices. All were victims
of hype, short-selling and a brutal
summer slump hi the tech sector.

Last spring, Yahoo traded at
$32.69 a share, Excite at $12, Lycos
at $15.38 and Infoseek at $7.63.

But the stocks rebounded later
in the year after Yahoo, Excite and
others began diversifying their
services and offering a one-stop
online experience for consumers
a la America Online. Though they
still offer a Web directory and on-
line searches, the services also pro-
vide free e-mail, chat rooms, per-
sonalized ne 's and entertainment,
and electron::: bulletin boards.

"We'd like to think we're the
future television networks of the
Web," Excite's Bell said. "There is
strong staying power in this mar-
ket."

Nor does there appear to be an
obstacle — in the form of Micro-
soft.

"These companies are not in
the direct crosshairs of Microsoft,"
said Paul Noglows, an analyst at
Hambrecht & Quist in San Francis-
co. "Microsoft understands that
online content is an expensive and
difficult undertaking."
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Search no further
Its share price may be crazy, but Yahoo! remains sane

BY JAMES LARDNER

I f you think the stock market as a whole
has gone loopy, how about the market
in Internet-related stocks? To pick one
of numerous examples, the price of a

share of At Home, a cable modem compa-
ny, doubled last year, even as the company
was losing $ 219 million. Investment tradi-
tionalists, clinging to such antique meas-
ures of business performance as profit-
ability, have heaped scorn on the Internet
boom—a "buying panic," one terms it. And
in recent weeks, their gaze has fallen
squarely on Yahoo!, an Internet search
site that, thanks to a nearly 900 percent
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jump in stock price since the
beginning of 1997, is now a
$5.3 billion company. The fi-
nancial columnist Christo-
pher Byron, writing in the
New York Observer, awarded
Yahoo! first place in his "cy-
bersucker's index."

A casual inspection of Ya-
hoo! headquarters, in Santa
Clara, Calif., might not con-
vert every doubter. In the front foyer, a
visitor is greeted by a life-size papier-ma-
che Elvis and trapezoidal sofas and
chairs in the official corporate colors,
purple and yellow. The curiosities that lie
beyond include conference rooms named
after the biblical plagues (Blood, Hail,

YAHOO! Frogs, Locusts, Boils,
etc.), marathon table-hockey
games in the lunchroom, and
a possible glimpse of the
company's 32-year-old co-
founder, David Filo, in dis-
tress jeans and T-shirt, and
barefoot. If someone had set
out to perpetrate a really
large practical joke on the in-
vesting public, it would be

hard to do much better than this.
Beneath the mania, though, there may

be good reason to make a fuss (if maybe
not a $5.3 billion fuss) over Yahoo!,
which has emerged as one of the most sta-
ble and best positioned companies in the
field. Maybe more important, as Yahoo !'s
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Perkins Caufield St Byers, perhaps the
most prestigious venture-capital firm in
Silicon Valley, offered to fiind them—if
they would merge with Architect, an In-
ternet search engine (later redubbed Ex-
cite) that already had Kleiner Perkins
seed money.

In February 1995, Filo and Yang were
weighing a number of possibilities, and in
no hurry to accept any of them, when Mi-
chael Moritz, a partner at Sequoia Capital,
suddenly gave them 24 hours to accept a
$1 million offer. "I felt a need to deliver
them from the agony of indecision," Mo-
ritz explains. They insisted on an extra two
hours, Yang says, since Moritz had asked
them to decide by 10 a.m. the next day, and
"we said we didn't get up at 10—make it
noon." Then they took the deal, and, in
short order, plunged into marathon strat-
egy talks with a management team that
Morit?. had helped them assemble.

They began by thrashing out some very
basic questions. "Being the engineers we
are," Yang recalls,
"we thought, 'Can
we automate this
as much as possi-
ble?'" Their ob-

of these humans—"surfers," as they're
called. Their job is to review Web site sub-
missions from ail over the world, reject-
ing a few ("There's a lot of horrible stuff
on the Web," says Filo) and categorizing
the rest. Their workdays include lively de-
bates over the difference between bio-
archaeology and archaeobiology (none, it
turned out) and the advisability of mov-
ing Tejano music from Entertainment:-
Music: Gen res: Country and Western to
Entertainment:Music:Artists:By Country
or Culture:Latin American (they moved
it, but added a cross-link to country and
western).

The directory contains about 1 million
sites, under a structure of headings and
subheadings more complex than the
Dewey Decimal System. Yahoo! also pro-
vides something that most libraries
don't: a brief description of the contents
of each site. Many regular users regard
Yahoo! as a tool that is uniquely valuable

in the struggle
against informa-
tion overload.

Like Yang and
Filo, Tim Koo-
gle, the compa-
ny's CEO (at 46,
an elder states-
man by Yahoo!
standards), is a

list maker. To keep Yahoo! focused, he
pushes his colleagues to draw up "short
lists" based on their judgments of "out of
all the things we could do, the things we
should do." Yahoo! has steadfastly avoid-
ed cutting-edge technology or elaborate
graphics, partly for fear of wreaking hav-
oc on users' computers and partly to
make the service work faster,

A similar approach has characterized
the various ancillary sites (travel, finance,
computers, and so on) that Yahoo! has
gradually added. Virtually all the content
on these sites is provided by others—fi-
nancial headlines, for example, by Reu-
ters news service, and foreign-travel in-
formation by Lonely Planet, a publisher
of guidebooks. The complex partnership
agreements generally don't entail any
outlay of cash ("don't ask" about the de-
tails, says Yang), and, industry observers
say, are part of the reason for Yahoo!'s

vious competitors
were the search
engines, which
roam the Web at
night, collecting
new sites or material added to old ones,
and indexing virtually every word—auto-
matically. But Filo insisted that if they
wanted to have an intelligently organized
directory, "The last step has to be human."

Three years later, there are about 100
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relative financial strength in a
field where other companies
have spent—and in some
cases, lost—bundles of money
creating their own content.
"We've been cheap from Day
1, " says John Briggs director
of production.

There is a faintly counter-
cultural quality about Yahoo!, and it
comes from the top. Koogle recently
moved out of a one-bedroom apartment.
Filo, still a renter, has an apartment that
is largely devoid of furniture because he
hasn't found time to buy any. He stopped
driving his 1980 Datsun only when it
broke down one last time and had to be
towed away. "We try to live well within
our means as a company and as a cul-
ture, " says Yang.

Good sports. Advertising decisions are
guided by a determination "not to test
the tolerance of users, " in Yang's words.
Amazon. com, a major Yahoo! partner,
gets prominent treatment in a number of
Yahoo!-run book sites, but the directory
also contains the names of (and links to)
most of Amazon. com's competitors. In
the same spirit. Yahoo! offers hypertext
links to its own main competitors, Lycos,
Infoseek, and Excite, for searchers who
don't get any results—or aren't satis-
fied with the results they get—from Ya-
hoo! itself. (The other firms have yet to
reciprocate. )

In recent months, there's been a blur-
ring of roles on the Internet, with a num-
ber of companies adding services in the
hope of becoming all-purpose gateways to
the Net. Yahoo! has pursued this strategy

effectively with popular com-
puter, travel, and finance
sites—rife with electronic-
commerce links. And a newly
announced Internet-access
deal with MCI ($14. 95 a
month for MCI phone custom-
ers) puts the company in com-
petition with the likes of AOL.

Indeed, Yahoo !'s growing popularity
with advertisers as well as users has been
one of the factors behind a recent series
of announcements and realignments.
AOL has begun to move away from its pro-
prietary approach in order to attract cus-
tomers who want unfettered access to the
Web. Microsoft has announced that as
part of a new online service known as
Start, it will set up a Yahoo-like Internet
directory (although in its first year, Start
will rely on Yahoo! for that service). And
last week, Excite agreed to pay $70 mil-
lion in advertising fees to Netscape as
part of a comarketing deal aimed at over-
taking Yahoo!

Some financial analysts still have
doubts about Yahoo!'s staying power. In
contrast to AOL and Microsoft, Yahoo!
"doesn't control anything, " says Manish
Shah, publisher of a journal that ap-
praises young companies. The business
model that looks good today may be irrel-
evant tomorrow, he adds.

Folks at Yahoo! don't necessarily dis-
agree. "We're still a very small company
battling all odds, " says venture capitalist
Moritz, who continually warns Yahoo!'s
management about the dangers of cocki-
ness. But, as he also admits, "we've had a
very nice beginning. " •

INFORMATION PLEASE

Tips for using
search engines

W andering aimlessly around
the World Wide Web can be
a fine evening's entertain-

ment. But there is a time to get lost,
and a time to find something. Here
are some pointers:
• Search engines are not smart. Type
in "President Lincoln" and "assassi-
nation, " and you'll get material on
Lincoln—and Kennedy, who was
riding in a Lincoln. But every
search engine gives you ways (click
on help or advanced search) to
make the words be consecutive.
You can also do an and/or search,
or indicate a word that must not be
in a document.
• Be specific. Don't just type in
"bugs"-749, 320 hits in AltaVista.
Instead, type "bugs in Microsoft In-
ternet Explorer"— a more manage-
able 15 hits. (If you want basic in-
formation about bugs, search
Yahoo! 's directory and you'll alight
on Entomology for Beginners, How
Grasshoppers Jump, and Insect
Chat, among other sites. ) Another
useful tack is to lead your search
with a "t: " or a "u: " (again, different
engines have different specs) to in-
dicate that you want the words to
be in the title or Web address.
• Mind the kids. A search engine may
not be the safest tool to put in the
hands of a child. Type in "spanking"
and you'll get a lot of material that
has nothing to do with corporal
punishment. One search service,
Magellan, uses a red light as a warn-
ing signal. There are several child-
oriented search services, notably
Ask Jeeves for Kids, which at-
tempts, not always successfully, to
answer questions posed in simple
sentence form (www. ajkids. com).
m You can search for people as well
as information. Businesses, universi-
ties, and nonprofit institutions
have directories on the Web, and
there are white- and yellow-page
services. Since they allow you to
search the whole country at once,
they can be an ideal way to locate a
lost friend. They've also been a
great boon to schools trying to
track down low-lying alumni. -JL.
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Driven to succeed:

theYahoo
story

Y
ahoo Inc. 's success as a cyberspace gateway—
the hot spot to search and hang on the
Net—has become an article of faith, proof
of the Internet's dollar, if not spiritual, value.
Big Media, perhaps recognizing that Yahoo's

market valuation of $6. 9 billion (as of June 26)
is higher than that of most media companies (try
Dow Jones Inc. or Knight-Ridder Inc. ), has bowed
before the startup, trumpeting its early victories in
what have been dubbed the Portal Wars.

Why are these battles making the browser wars
look like a mere skirmish? Portals are more than just
gargantuan Web sites; they're the gilded entrances to
the kingdom of the Web, and advertisers will pay
dearly for royal placement.

As things stand. Yahoo appears to be in the catbird's
seat. With its stock soaring more than 500 percent
last year, pundits are dubbing it the "most successful
Internet company" and "the Internet stock to own. "

Why? Simply put, Yahoo is the first Internet com-
pany to turn its name into a brand. In addition, it's one
of the few Net companies that can claim to have
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operating profits—i. e., black ink—to back up its buzz.
Furthermore, the company—which is managed by
20-something cyberpunks and the adults they recruited
to supervise them-—built an elegant, shall we say cool,
search service and then quickly expanded it to meet
Netizens' content needs and desires.

Although Yahoos lead—and future success—are far
from assured, its moves thus far are worthy of study. It
has shown the world and Wall Street how to jump-
start a Net startup.

Way cool
Coolness is what made Yahoo the place to surf, chat
and, yes, advertise on the Web. "What was it that
made [Yahoo] rise above the other players?" asks Neil
Weintraut, a general partner at 21st Century Internet

Venture Partners in San Fran-
cisco, "They were

cool, and this
coolness

matched the
culture of the Net. "

We all know cool when we see it. Seattle-based
Amazon. com Inc. is cool; Time Warner Inc. s Pathfinder
Web site is not. But while it's easy to describe what
makes a company uncoo!—Microsoft Corp. 's supreme
arrogance, America Online Inc. 's ambivalence about
its customers' privacy—it's harder to pinpoint what
makes a company cool.

Could it be that true cool is believing in what you're
doing—however wacky it may seem—and doing it for
yourself and those you love? While Amazon CEO Jeffrey
Bezos saw a great business opportunity, his employees
seem to truly love books—you can see it in their sunny
reviews and Herculean efforts to find erudite volumes
for far-flung humans [see Bezos interview, page 76].
They look upon their jobs as a daily quest.

Incredible as it may seem today, Yahoo, unlike so
many Internet ventures, wasn't created to mint money.
Yahoo is the amateur who beat impossible odds to
make the Wheaties box. When co-founders David Filo
and Jerry Yang set out in 1994 to son and share their
favorite Web sites with friends as well as the world,
they weren't dreaming of millions or carefully orches-
trated business plans. To them, the Web was a great
procrastination machine, a wonderful excuse for the
Stanford University electncal engineering Ph. D. can-
didates to avoid writing their dissertations.

True cool is original, authentic, impervious to imi-
tation. Filo and Yang were cool because back when the
media and software tyrants (Time Warner's Pathfinder,
Prodigy, Microsoft Network) were struggling to lock in
surfers, these Stanford geeks were creating good vibra-
tions by sharing the wealth, sending surfers wherever
there was a swell. It was cool to link to everywhere
else. It was also counter to corporate Americas busi-
ness tradition.

It may sound corny, but Yahoo is business proof
that—at first, anyway—it's often better to give than to
receive. Yahoo was early to the market and offered its
search services free. The result? Today more people
visit Yahoo's site than any other location on the Web—
about 30 million visitors per month, millions more
than those who visit Netscape's site. Yahoo's 8 million-
plus visitors per week is larger than Time magazines
paid weekly circulation. And Yahoo's more than 12
million unique registered users for its services such as
Yahoo Mail and Yahoo Chat are on a par with AOL's
subscriber base of 12 million. This has made Yahoo
the company with which everyone wants to partner.

What's in a name?
Had Filo and Yang stuck with their dorky original
denomination, 'Jerry's Guide to the World Wide Web, "
odds are they'd be an Internet footnote.

As Yang tells it, the duo, sick of the dumb moniker,
set about rechristening their guide one evening while
sitting in their trailer on the Stanford campus. They
took a bizarre approach and were either extremely
lucky or just plain inspired.

It happens that Unix aficionados love the self-
deprecating phrase/acronym "yet another compiler
compiler, " or YACC. Filo and Yang clicked through Web-
ster's online edition for words that might fit the form.

About midnight. "Yet Another Hierarchical Offi-
cious Oracle, " or Yahoo, came to them (the exclama-
tion point popped up a couple of months later). They
liked the general definition of a yahoo: "rude and
uncouth. " And as Yang puts it, he was known for his
foul language, and Filo was, well, blunt: "It fit us. We
were well-regarded yahoos. "

What serendipity. Yahoo, after all, could have been
Excite Inc., which is like trying to be cool by calling your-
self cool. Or it could have been called something gray
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and geeky like Internet search companies Lycos
Corp, or Infoseek Corp. Yahoo, like Apple Computer
Inc. and Amazon. com, was that rare great name
coined by amateurs.

"Yahoo is a provocative name. It draws attention
to itself; it's rebellious, " says David Placek, president
of Lexicon Branding Inc. of Sausalito, Calif., which
named the Apple PowerBook and Intel Corp. 's Pen-
tium. In a stroke ofluck. Yahoo clicked past its horri-
bly dull competitors and captured the joy of scoring
something cool on the Net.

Butt branding
Yahoo is the Internet branding case study, the example
so many others (often clumsily) try to imitate. This is
the company with the panache and genius to trans-
form nearly every static, electric, moving (and, yes)
human surface into a Yahoo billboard. In the process,
Yahoo has launched the first Coca-Cola of the Inter-
net, a brand so vibrant its value may outweigh the
actual services the company provides.

For it isn't enough to be cool or boast a groovy
name Truly successful companies are brilliantly mar-
keted. On the Internet, Amazon. com again serves as a
case in point. It had the name and the early Internet
buzz, but despite what you've read, it made it big by
spending piles of money on ads in the New York Times
and other old-media haunts.

Yahoo, much like Amazon. com, built a natural
Internet brand through its simple desire to satisfy
customers. "We didn't know it was a brand, " Yang says.
"It became a brand when real business people told us it
was a brand. "

But the college kids
listened. Early on they
hired Karen Edwards,
former director of
marketing for Twentieth
Century-Fox's home
entertainment, as
"brand marketer. "
Eschewing the bloated
and insular high-tech
ad agencies, Edwards
pushed to hire Black
Rocket of San Francisco—
four hot, independent ad executives
(one engineered the clever "Got
milk?" campaign) who between
them owned no computers.

In spring 1996, when the
Web was still in its infancy,
Yahoo's great Gone Fishing
ad ran on, yes, television.
The guys at Black Rocket
understood the equation TV+
brand=new customers, if
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Yahoo was to outgrow its tech roots (as an Internet
search company) and evolve into a new-media com-
pany, it would have to appeal to the mass market, the
average Joe, The Gone Fishing ad was a first for direc-
tory navigational guides—and a whopper. A wizened
old angler dipped online into Yahoo for some baiting
tips and then landed one humongous fish after another.
The faux testimonial captured the Net's spirit without
being the least bit techie. Who could help but let out
a "Yahoo!"?

By June 1996, Yahoo didn't have just a name—it
had a wacky, original brand. It didn't matter that the
few weeks of TV spots had burned up most of the
advertising and marketing funds allocated for the year;
Yahoo had momentum.

Edwards deftly followed the great TV spots with guer-
rilla marketing: "wild postings"—campy Yahoo posters
on construction sites and other outdoor venues—and
tie-ins with major concerts, Nascar and professional sports
teams. Yahoos logo was becoming nearly ubiquitous:
You could find it on the San Jose Sharks' Zamboni ice
groomer, Ben & jerry's ice cream lids, shirts, golf balls.
Visa cards, beach balls and kazoos. Five lucky employ-
ees even won the right to get their cars "shrinkwrapped"
with a purple and yellow plastic Yahoo sheet (they had
to lobby for the privilege). And when the company's
stock soared to more than $50, a senior producer of the
Yahoo financial pages made good on a bet and tattooed
the company logo on his rear.

Such youthful enthusiasm and inspired marketing
succeeded in creating the premier Net brand in an age
when Microsoft seems intent on tarnishing its image.



How important is this? "History tells us that with any
new medium, one or two new brands emerge, " says
COO Jeffrey Mallett, one of several Yahoo executives
who understands the importance of early branding.
"NBC was iL for TV; ESPN was it for cable. "

If Yahoo becomes the NBC of the Web, that suc-
cess can be at least partially attributed to the adroit-
ness with which it has spread and protected its
brand. AOL had already set ihe sticky standard,
holding onto users with chat, finance and other ancil-
lary services. Following AOL's lead, Yahoo—through
a series of adept partnerships and acquisitions—
quickly added e-mail, chat, news, finance. Yellow
Pages, sports and travel information to its online arse-
nal. Whatever customers wanted, they got: a techie
search engine to complement the coveted human
index for those who dug automation, a personalized
(My Yahoo) front page so regulars could regularly
enjoy Yahoo services. And to meet the needs of its
international customers, Yahoo quickly opened 12
overseas sites (a number that has since grown to 14,
including a Canadian site).

Miraculously, Yahoo extended the brand without
diluting it. Having the leadership role—and plenty of
cash—allowed the company to brand everything
Yahoo. Unlike its competitors, Yahoo didn't need to
hitch a ride on other logos.

In addition, Yahoo decided it could better serve its
customers by becoming the network or executive pro-
ducer that draws in the talent—a giant Hollywood stu-
dio for the Web. "We passed on Intuit [Inc. ] to run our
personal finance [service], " Mallett explains. "Instead,

we opted to produce and bring in [content such as]
The Street. com, The Motley Fool and Standard &
Poor's. " Users liked the model because Yahoo remained
independent and flexible enough to attract the talent or
services it needed (in different content categories) while
still controlling production and magnifying its brand.

Wall Street also likes this strategy—though for
more bottom-line reasons. "Co-branding requires you
to share the spoils of victory, " says Henry Blodget, a
senior analyst with New York-based CIBC Oppen-
heimer Corp, "Yahoo hasn't done that; that's why
Yahoo has an 87 percent gross margin, and Excite has
a 75 percent margin. If you can stay within your brand
and you make it, you get to keep everything. "

The human touch
The name and the branding might have been worth-
less if not for Fib's natural instincts: He believed that
what the Web needed was a human face. Yahoo began
as a homegrown list of great sites, whereas testosterone-
happy competitors, such as Excite, Infoseek and
Lycos, first saw the Web as an automation video game.
"Most of the other players were busy hawking their
technology, " says 21st Century's Weintraut. "This is
yet another lesson that technology is not the means
to winning. Yahoo had the things customers cared
the most about, "

Yang confesses that he dug his algorithms as much
as the next geek and initially pushed for more automa-
tion, But Filo believed automation would eventually
get out of hand. "He was insistent on the human touch, "
says Yang, adding that Filo warned that adopting too

much technology would
mean "they wouldn't
be able to go back. "

Michael Moritz of
Sequoia Capital, the
venture capitalist
behind Yahoo (and
now a Yahoo direc-
tor), remembers how

the company almost
got caught up in a "sites

race" in early '95: "We
had [categorized] 5. 000
sites, and we were getting
into this ridiculous mea-
suring game with all the
other companies " But

V H Yahoo won by no longer
listing the number; quality
separated Yahoo from
the pack. Thousands of
irrelevant search hits
became the commodity

service available
•continued on page 110
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Yahoo story
Continued from page 75

from a half-dozen knockoffs. The other companies just
didn't get it.

Contrast that with Yahoo's humble origins—a couple
of geeks sharing cool URLs. "David and Jerry em-
braced the community of users, " says Jim Brock, a
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director at Menlo Park, Calif. -based Venture Law
Group, "Think about how the directory grew. Users
provided the URLs. It was an interactive process.
They tapped into that power in a way the other navi-
gational tools didn't"

And Yahoo held onto that spirit of connection with
the larger Internet community. Yahoo paid real women
and men to check out and make sense of the vast
information sinkhole of the Web (a woman named
Srinija Srinivasan, the "ontological Yahoo, " runs the
directory). Real people using the Internet could see
the value in that human effort.

Yahoo's goal was to make the technology invisible,
like the quiet ride of a luxury sedan. The company
focused on speed and service over volume and glitz.
'Their Web pages are fast and clean. That's a point a lot
of folks miss, " notes Steve Harmon, a senior invest-
ment analyst at Mecklermedia Corp. in Westport.,
Conn, "Ninety-nine percent of the people designing
for the Internet don't get that you're really building the
creative use of white space. "

Low on graphics, uncluttered with excessive text or
confusing links, Yahoo became a model of simplicity
in a blinking neon world of rococo design.

Partnership and management
Ask Yang what the most important factor was in
Yahoo's rise and the first words out of his mouth aren't
about the name or the brilliant branding strategy. "The
more I look back, " he says, "the more I realize how for-
tunate we were to find the right partners, the right
management. It seemed natural and intuitive then.
Now I realize what key parts of our business they are. "

Stanford made this process considerably easier.
Yang and Filo met their attorney, Jim Brock, at a Stan-
ford function, and they studied abroad with Stanford
alum and soon-to-be directory whiz Srinivasan. They
hired Stanford grads Tim Koogle (now CEO), Karen
Edwards (now VP of brand marketing) and Tim Brady
(now VP of production)—to name just a few Cardinals,

Before Yahoo became a brand, Yang and Filo bene-
fited enormously by the Stanford brand of their Ph. D.
candidate status (. tip: it's cooler not to get a doctorate).
Venture capitalists consider Stanford attendance people-
branding. Smack in the middle of the Silicon Valley
action, Stanford is a virtual Hollywood for the Net's
would-be directors and producers.

"Stanford had a huge part in shaping us, " Yang re-
calls, "We saw Jim Clark [co-founder and chairman of
Netscape! coming to the school. Bill Gates came and
built his building next to our trailer. The venture cap-
ital is there [on nearby Sand Hill Road]. Ifyou're inter-
ested in starting a business, you'll find other people
talking about [launching companies]. "

Indeed, Stanford helped Yahoo get out of the gate
quickly, where it encountered its first critical partner-
ing challenge Filo and Yang wisely decided against



mating their young thoroughbred with an
old mare such as AOL, Time Warner or
any of the other big companies nuzzling
up to the upstart.

Of all the money men who traipsed
through their trailer, i& telling that Rio
and Yang settled on Sequoia Capital's
Moritz, who had done a stint as San Fran-
cisco bureau chief for Time and had writ-
ten a respected book on Apple, The Little
Kingdom (William Morrow, 1984). The
media veteran seemed to intuitively
understand that he wasn't looking at an
Internet search company but rather a
possible network player in a new mass-
market medium. Unlike many others at
the time, Moritz, reports Vang, believed
the advertising model would work on the
Net. "Mike never typecast us, " he says.
"He agreed with us. He didn't know what
we were. "

Neither did Yahoo's lawyer, Venture
Law Groups Brock, who encouraged the
startup to approach content partnerships
with a fresh perspective. As a small Web
player. Yahoo was under pressure to grant

exclusive deals to its content partners.
Brock encouraged Yahoo to think about
future content, which might be inconsis-
tent with exclusivity. He wanted to make
sure the young company "avoided tying
up too much. "

Brock says Yahoo also quickly learned
it could be more nimble if it signed
shorter-term contracts with performance
requirements. With this in mind, the
company restructured standard licensing
contracts that had a leg in the old-media
world. As Yahoo fast became a content
distributor (Reuters was its first partner),
the company realized that the Internet's
global reach also rendered traditional
predefined territories obsolete. Explains
Yang, "We developed an entirely new
contract with new business economics
that hadn't been done before. " In fact,
Yahoo helped pioneer the sharing of
online advertising revenue (critical when
news and other content is free) and
worked through the tricky question of
how deals change when an interface is
constantly evolving.

Of course, Yahoo's biggest and most
underpublicized partner may be Japan's
Softbank Corp., which in late '95
through the first quarter of '96, invested
slightly more than $65 million for roughly
31 percent of the company's common
stock. Softbank's global muscle perfectly
complemented Yahoo's aggressive inter-
national plans, and if not for Yahoo's
need to recruit employees, created the
unlikely prospect of an Internet startup
so well funded it almost didn't need an
IPO (but it did, of course, and went pub-
lic on April 11, 1996).

The big money and excellent connec-
tions made Yahoo's great ambitions nat-
ural. Why not see yourself as a portal,
a budding big-media player, if multina-
tional corporations and savvy Valley
insiders do?

Kids and grown-ups
When I arrived at Yahoo for interviews,
1 accidentally went to the company's main
offices and got an unsupervised glimpse
of Yahoo employees at work and at play.
Sure, an occasional barefooter strolls mer-
rily down the hall, but beyond the hyped
bright colors, more than a few walls carry
pictures and information about employee-
inspired community efforts for youth and
the environment.

This spirit of giving is hardly standard
Silicon Valley fare. And indeed, much has
been made of Yahoo's fun, high-energy
atmosphere. But what may endure long
after the stock rocket settles closer to
earth is that Yahoo walks and talks like
a company that hasn't lost sight of its
roots. The executive office shares a build-
ing with Amdahl Corp., and visitors and
employees have to scale a steep set of
stairs to reach Yahooland-—there's no
grand, imposing entrance. Sure the purple-
painted cubicles are eclectically decorated
by the ethnically diverse 20-something
employees. But despite the friendly neon-
yellow cafe with espresso bar and Foos-
ball tables, this is a fairly typical Santa
Clara, Calif., office. Contrast that with
No. 2 portal player Excite, which hired a
swanky high-tech architecture firm to
build a loud, self-congratulatory pantheon
to the portal space in Redwood City, Calif,
(see "Excite: 'We try harder, '" page 114).

Young and hip as most Yahoo employ-
ees are, they seem to understand that a
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spiraling stock does not a long-term success make.
Credit the grown-ups for that. Filo and Yang didn't just
partner with the right VC, law firm and financial/
technology backer. Early on they realized they needed
some over-30 types to run things. They quickly hired
47-year-old Koogle, the former president of Seattle-
based In termec Corp., as Yahoo's CEO, and 34-year-
old Mallett, the former VP and general manager of
Novell lnc's Consumer Division, as COO.

Koogle, Mallett and the rest of the management
team are perhaps the best reason to bet on Yahoo's
future success. People make or break high-tech com-
panies, especially when they're growing at breakneck
speed. "So often you find companies that are popular,
[but] the quality of the management team is uneven, "
says Steven Bengsten, director of emerging companies

services at New York-based Coopers & Lybrand LLP,
which helps launch startups. "You talk to five people,
and you get two or three versions of the company, "
Bengsten says. "Yahoo has always struck me as similar
to Microsoft. No matter how many people you meet
there, you don't find a bad apple. "

Indeed. Many Yahoo employees possess both the
integrity of Hewlett-Packard Co. lifers and the tal-
ent and ambition of Microserfs, And while they
know the party line, they can even be—dare it be
said—sincere. Challenge the tough Mallett (he
played international soccer) with questions
about some of Yahoo's goofs-—an aborted Visa
shopping mall and a co-publishing venture with
Ziff-Davis Inc. that never got off the ground—and
he acknowledges the blunders and explains how

Excite:
T he crew at Excite Inc. loves to be bad. This

spring, the company ticked off President Bill
Clinton with an ad campaign suggesting that

he have a "Buy lingerie for that special someone" link
on his Web page. It followed that aci with a humorous
press release when a Houston-based food and Inter-
net concern, Zapata Corp., launched a fishy bid to take
over the company. And years ago, Excite miffed Yahoo
Inc., the Coca-Cola of its portal space, by asking
whether people were still with "that same old Yahoo. "

Is Excite ready to apologize? You must be kidding.
Exciters say Monica Lewinsky—not their company—
is largely to blame for the presidential ad being mis-
construed by some. And the comic swipes at Zapata?
The company is in litigation (stockholders thought
Excite didn't take the bid seriously). The Yahoo slam?
"It's the sincerest form of flattery, " says Executive VP
Brett Bullington with a chuckle. "It's why Pepsi does a
taste test against Coke. It's why Visa compares itself
[to) American Express. "

Indeed. The press may not love Excite, and Wall
Street is at best cautiously optimistic (skeptics prefer
the smaller but thus far more profitable Framingham,
Mass. -based Lycos Inc. ), but the company has broken
out of the pack. "We were the seventh horse in a seven-
horse race when we launched in October 1995, " says
joe Kraus, 26-year-old co-founder and senior vice
president. "We worked our way to No. 2 in the course
of a year. Excite has always been an up-and-comer. "

Dubbed the Web's "We try harder" portal, Excite
might better be termed the "We spend more" site.
Walk into the company's Redwood City, Calif., head-
quarters and youTl either be wowed or appalled. The

"We try harder"
cavernous warehouse has been gussied up into a
shrine to Excites heady aspirations. Bullfight red dom-
inates, and hanging from the trendy, unfinished wooden
beams are Sunset Strip-like billboards splashed with
"The Excite Network" and other company slogans. A
raised center plaza filled with plush leather chairs is
rimmed by fishbowl-like meeting rooms, the most
ostentatious an imitation of the garage in which the
ambitious company was founded. Imagine a Las Vegas
mega-attraction, and you get the picture. Even the
pricey computers that run Excite's Web site are behind
glass for all to admire.

But if you had started life as Architext Software—
as Excite did—what choice would you have had?
"There's a difference between being the first child and
the seventh child in the family, " Bullington notes. "We
didn't have the luxury of being in Yahoo's position.
With the cards dealt us, we played the way we had to
in order to create opportunities. "

As pedestrian as the name Excite appears in contrast
to Yahoo, its still a much better moniker than Lycos
or Infoseek Corp., two established competitors that
quickly turned into also-rans. The company isn't
afraid of these competitors, nor does it fear going into
debt. "We've made eight acquisitions, " says President
and CEO George Bell, a former Times Mirror Co. tele-
vision and publishing veteran who sees a network-
size future. "We've put the pedal to the metal in sales
and marketing expenses so we don't shortchange the
long-term market opportunity. "

Experts agree that Excite's been running fast—
maybe too fast. "Yahoo is a Porsche, while Excite is a
Volkswagen Beetle running nearly as fast as a Porsche, "
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the company learned from the experiences.
The Visa shopping mall proved an expensive Yahoo

epiphany. In March 1996, the companies announced
the joint venture and promptly created a separate cor-
poration on Yahoo's premises. But Mallett says it was
tough 10 recruit talent (the new company was neither
Yahoo nor Visa), Users, too, had trouble with the con-
cept. They disliked the idea of being herded to a cen-
tralized mall and told Yahoo so (as did users of IBM
Corp. 's mall). "[The users] wanted to type in a key-
word such as auto and get all this content, " Mailed says.
"They wanted all the buying services right there, ':

Biting the bullet., in June 1997
Yahoo paid Visa 466, 321 shares
of common stock for its share of
the venture and two months later

launched the Visa Shopping Guide by Yahoo (with
categories ranging from Wine & Spirits to Automo-
tive, Gardening and Tickets). "Users wanted the mer-
chant services conveniently placed within their normal
consumption patterns, " Mallett says of the recast
Yahoo production. "We moved to the consumer-
driven approach. "

The Ziff-Davis deal also drove home the importance
of listening to users and recognizing Yahoo's strengths
and limitations. Says Mallett of the initial plan to co-
produce a computing channel—a segment on Yahoo's
Web site with computing news, product reviews and

other information: "We couldn't
move fast enough. We needed to go
outside the Ziff-Davis world. "

Today Yahoo owns and operates its

George Bell, president and
CEO of Excite Inc.

says one observer who wouldn't
talk on the record about Excite's
management. "Some of the parts
have started to fly off. "

Excite's approach to branding is
different From Yahoos, too. While
Yahoo demands first billing (its brand is out in from
of its partners'). Excite has succeeded by riding the
brands of its well-known partners. The combative
Kraus disparages Yahoo's efforts to work with part-
neTs: "We believe in leveraging partners' brands to
make both companies successful. " Case in point:
Excite has negotiated partnerships with intuit Inc.,
Netscape Communications Corp. and Ziff-Davis
inc. 'sZDNet.

Excite is also trying to give Yahoo a run for its
money in making its site sticky for customers—
pushing everything from personalizable front pages
to shopping, finance and free e-mail. Early on, Excite
recognized thai traffic could be sold to advertisers in
highly targeted ads. With its acquisition last fall of
MatchLogic Inc., a leader in database marketing,
Kraus says Excite is learning "lots of ways to make
money" from its monthly tally of more than 20 mil-
lion unique surfers.

Boasting $50. 1 million in 1997 revenue and a
growth rate of 709 percent, Excite was Silicon Valley's
fastest-growing public company last year, according to
the San Jose Business Journal However, it's the red ink
i hat worries Wall Street: In '97, Excites pro forma losses
totaled $17 million—bur including acquisition and
restructuring charges, net losses for the year came to
$30. 2 million. In the first quarter of '98, the company

reported a pro forma loss of $6 mil-
lion, excluding acquisition charges,
on revenue of $23 million. Can the
company become profitable in the
third or fourth quarter of this year as
Kraus has promised? Who knows?

Meanwhile, Zapata apparently isn't the only suitor
smitten with Excite, In early June, rumors flew on Wall
Street that Walt Disney Co. was interested in adding
the Internet search company to its online portfolio. In
April, Disney bought the rest of Starwave Corp., a
developer of high-traffic sports, news and entertain-
ment Web sties, from investor Paul Allen. Mickey
Mouse's parent also has aspirations of" becoming a Web
portal. On June 18, Disney and Infoseek agreed to a
deal in which Disney will acquire a 43 percent stake
in Infoseek in exchange for Disney's ownership posi-
tion in Starwave and $70 million in cash Sources
close to Excite, however, say that despite a small Dis-
ney content deal, ihe company is not likely to become
pan of ihe Magic Kingdom.

Although Excites co-branding ventures have given
it a quick boost, sharing has its limits. Many Wall
Streeters are skeptical of the company's deal to fork
over $70 million in exchange for a two-year featured
spot on Netscape's home page. "Its not necessarily a
positive, " says Henry Blodget, a senior analyst with
C1BC Oppenheimer Corp, in New York. "Doing the
Netscape deal is a lot o[ work for Excite. It could prove
to be a major negative. "

But make no mistake, says Bullington, echoing a
favorite politically incorrect Excite phrase: "We're
good at monetizing stuff. "—J. L
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"We're the execu-

tive producers, "

Mallett says.

"We're not obli-

gated to produce

or distribute any-

thing we don't

think is in the best

interest of users. "

computing channel, Yahoo Com-
puters, while Ziff-Davis, Wired and
others provide the content Explains
Mallett, "We needed the flexibility to
bring in multiple partners. "

Yahoo calls this kind of partnering
content aggregation (come up with a
better name, Jerry, it sounds like
garbage collection), and it's key to
understanding why the company has
held onto its top position. Beyond its
directory, Yahoo offers an indepen-
dent, efficient and friendly medium
to take advantage of other compa-
nies' content and services, "We're the
executive producers, " Mallet says,
"We're not obligated to produce or
distribute anything we don't think
is in the best interest of users. "

Mallett and Koogle's no-nonsense
approach has led Wall Street to wor-

ship Yahoo's management as much as it does its brand.
Part of that edge may be an apparent immunity to the
Valley virus of believing your own hype. Yahoo's man-
agement has learned to handle the expectations of
a roller coaster stock ride. "They always talk the stock
down, " says Paul Noglows, a senior analyst with
Hambrecht & Quist LLC in San Francisco. "When
people are getting carried away, they try to keep the
analysts on The Street realistic. "

But Wall Street's enthusiasm for Yahoo, and the rea-
son the company makes Amazon. corn's prospects look
modest, is that it doesn't sell books but rather ads that
can be sliced and diced for individual surfers. Take the

TV revenue model and multiply
it by the Web's customized, localized
ad possibilities. "The consensus is

that this could be a major
media company in five years,

a multimillion-dollar com-
pany, " says CIBC Oppen-
heimer's Blodget, echoing
the sentiments of many
other analysts. "These are
the networks of the future, "
chimes in Mecklermedia's

Harmon regarding Yahoo
and the also-rans. "This is

what AOL wants to be. "
Most remarkable of all, Yahoo

is actually making money on the
Web. Revenue for 1997 totaled
$67, 4 million, up 242 percent over
1996. Pro forma net income was
$2. 2 million, excluding acquisi-

tion and restructuring charges,
compared with a net loss of

$4. 3 million in 1996. In the second quarter of 1998,
Yahoo reported revenue of $41. 2 million, up 192 per-
cent from last year's second quarter. Pro forma net
income was $8. 1 million compared with a pro forma
net loss of $300, 000 in the same period last year.

One wild card may be Cambridge, Mass. -based
Forrester Research Inc. s contrarian view. Forrester
argues that hot advertising space will migrate to topic-
specific sites such as SportsLine USA Inc. and CNET
Inc., leaving a smaller share to Yahoo, Excite and other
portals. If that theory proves even partially correct.
Yahoos stock, with its lofty valuation, may be headed
for a severe correction.

Thus far, however. The Street has remained bull-
ish, convinced there is a real and promising business
under the stock. "Right now, this is a billion-dollar
market, " Blodget notes, "In 10 years, it could be
$50 billion. "

Standing in Yahoos path, of course, may be Micro-
soft. Despite past online misfires, the stubborn be-
hemoth may eventually get it right with its new portal
play, code-named Start. Expect Microsoft to leverage
Windows and tie into Sidewalk, its successful city
guides. Start could also be the location that Microsoft
sends registered users to in order to get updates, etc.
This, in turn, though, could attract more attention
from the Department of justice.

And media giants are certain to buy portals (if they
can afford them) and throw billions around. For
example, on June 18, Walt Disney Co. agreed to ac-
quire a 43 percent stake in Infoseek in exchange for
Disney's ownership position in Starwave Corp. and
$70 million in cash. But Koogle coolly notes that big
seldom translates into speed or innovation. "Typically
larger companies have had a hard time changing the
paradigm, " he says. "You have to ask, 'What is the
probability of success?'"

Instead, AOL may prove the greater threat. Yes, more
than 30 million people may visit Yahoo in any given
month, but 12 million average Americans pay to be AOL
customers. It's not cool, but the nontechies who have
flocked to AOL in droves (and who represent the Inter-
net's greatest opportunity for growth) don't seem to care.

Moritz, the storyteller and venture capitalist who
helped spawn Yahoo, is one of the few to inject a note
of caution in the company's heady rise. Even in Inter-
net time, Yahoo has a long way to go before it can truly
(and with conviction) call itself a successful. 1 company.
"People forget that Yahoo is a tiny company, " says
Moritz, "with few people, surrounded by far larger
companies and competitors. "

True. But this is the Internet. Small is beautiful. And
money and size can't buy you cool. •

Jonathan Littman (j[ittnnan@well. com) is a frequent UPSIDE con- •=

tnbutor and author of the hacker-thriller The Watchman (Little. °-

Brown&Co., 1997). 3
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DO YOU BELIEVE?
h o w y a h o o !
b e c a m e a b l u e

A tale of how Wall Street and the rest of us learned to stop worrying and love an insanely

valued Internet stock. by

Two years ago, a securities analyst at T. Rowe Price named Use Buyer decided

she wanted to follow Internet companies. T. Rowe Price is a legendarily con-

servative mutual-fund complex, the kind of place where such traditional meas-

ures of value as price/earnings ratios are paramount. Its fund managers make a

fetish of avoiding fads, and they stay away from companies with outsized mar-

ket capitalizations—companies like those that have emerged, one after another,

in the new Internet universe. Microsoft, with its P/E of 63, is about as far out

on the limb as a T. Rowe Price fund manager is likely to go.

Buyer had a deep respect for what she calls T Rowe's "valuation bias";

indeed, it was her bias as well. Yet there was something irresistible

about the Internet. "I just thought it had incredible potential, " ^

she says. Besides, she thought it might be fun to participate in
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something so new, something so
rich with possibilities.

So in fall 1997. she left T. Rowe
Price and joined Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell as its Internet stock analyst.
(In July 1998 most of DMG's tech-
nology group, including Buyer,
moved to CS First Boston. ) Instantly,
she was thrown into a world the likes
of which she had never experienced.
In this world, the tried-and-true val-
uation measures Buyer had always
relied on were useless. After all, you
can't have a P/E ratio if you have no
"E"—and most Internet companies
were years from reporting earnings.
Yet the stocks were flying, and mar-
ket caps were reaching gargantuan
levels. Companies with seven-figure
revenues had ten-figure market caps.
Companies with negative operating
margins had multibillion-dollar stock
valuations. Companies would go
public in the morning and have bil-
lion-dollar valuations by nightfall.
And these weren't the exceptions.
They were the rule.

At first Buyer was bewildered. She
still wanted to be able "to make the
math work, " the way she always had
at T. Rowe Price. But she couldn't.
By any normal measure, the valua-
tions of these Internet companies
were preposterous. So she turned to
a surprising source: "I went back to
Graham and Dodd, " she says. She
began rereading her copy of Security Analysis, the classic text written
in 1934 by the great value investor, Benjamin Graham, and his part-
ner, David Dodd. After much searching, this is what Buyer found:

"Unseasoned companies in new fields of activity,.. provide no
sound basis for the determination of intrinsic value.... Analysts
serve their discipline best by identifying such companies as highly
speculative and not attempting to value them.... The buyer of such
securities is not making an investment, but a bet on a new tech-
nology, a new market, a new service.... Winning bets on such sit-
uations can produce very rich rewards, but they are in an odds-set-
ting rather than a valuation process. "

Today Lise Buyer covers 13 Internet companies. She has a "buy"
rating on 11 of them. Yet she concedes, "I still can't make the math
correlate with the stock prices. " No matter. She points to the Gra-
ham and Dodd quote, which is posted on the wall behind her desk.
"Reading that, " she says wryly, "helped give me the courage to
abandon my valuation bias. "

This is a story about one of the companies Lise Buyer has a "buy"
on; Yahoo. More precisely, it's a story about Yahoo's stock price, which,
as FORTUNE goes to press in mid-May, stands at S15S per share.

To be sure, Yahoo the company has been one of the great suc-
cess stories in the short commercial history of the Internet.

tf&SV*!
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The First Boston analyst had to
get over her "valuation bias"
before recommending Yahoo.

Founded five years ago by Jerry
Yang and David Fib, two Stan-
ford grad students who created a
Web "directory" more or less for
fun, Yahoo today is widely considered one of a handful of compa-
nies destined to dominate its portion of the Internet "space. " Its
management team, led by CEO Tim Koogle, has built Yahoo into
a powerful "portal" and one of the best-known brands in cyber-
space. Its strategic moves—such as the recent acquisitions of Geo-
Cities and Broadcast. com—have been applauded as savvy. The
company's ability to "aggregate eyeballs, " as they say in e-business,
is unquestioned: In March more than 31 million people visited the
Yahoo site, putting it just a hair behind the No. 1 site, AOL.

Most impressive of all, Yahoo is the rare Net company that is
profitable. It turned its first small profit in the fourth quarter of
1996—a year ahead of most people's expectations. In the first
quarter of 1999, Yahoo earned $16 million on $80 million in reve-
nues. If earnings keep growing at the current pace, the company
will make more than $100 million this year.

If the performance of Yahoo the company has been spectacular,
the performance of Yahoo the stock has been unearthly, even sur-
real. In 1997, a year when Yahoo the company grew by 242%, Ya-
REPORTER ASSOCIATE Tyler Maroney
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hoo the stock rose 517%. Last year the company tripled its
revenues and saw profits go from a penny a share to 13
cents a share; the stock ran up 584%. (So far this year the
stock is up another 33%, despite the big falloff in Internet
stocks that started in mid-April. )

Under the old, pre-Intenet rules, a company with Ya-
hoo's revenues and projected growth rate might be able to
justify a market cap of, oh, $3 billion. Instead, Yahoo's mar-
ket cap stands at $34 billion. Its P/E ratio in mid-May was
around 1, 062. This is uncharted territory not just for Lise
Buyer but for everyone: for the day traders who have helped
run up the stock so far and so fast; for the short-sellers
who've gotten killed again and again on Yahoo; for the re-
tail investors deciding whether to take the plunge; even for
the pros at Fidelity Investments, who by the end of last year
held close to 1. 8 million Yahoo shares. Half of those were
owned by Fidelity Magellan, the nation's largest mutual
fund, which brings us to the most astonishing fact of all: De-
spite its unfathomable market cap, Yahoo is now viewed as
a stock "safe" enough to be held by mutual funds that man-
age retirement money for tens of millions of Americans.
Analysts routinely categorize it, along with AOL, Ama-
zon. com, and eBay, as an Internet "blue chip. " Fund man-
agers buy Yahoo for "defensive" purposes.

There are plenty of people who still think that Netmania will
turn out to be a bubble—and they may well be right. But for
now, the more illuminating question is the more prosaic one.
How did we get here? How did ii come to pass that a company
with $16 million in quarterly earnings could have a $34 billion
market cap—and that no one dares suggest that its stock is
overpriced? "That story, the story of Yahoo the stock, is the
story of the relationship between investors and Internet stocks.
It's about how we all learned to abandon our valuation bias.

'These valuations are such a distraction. " Michael Mo-
ritz is saying, affecting his most world-weary tone. The 44-

year-old venture capitalist is slouched in his small office, his face
propped against one arm; he appears lo be struggling to stay awake
in the face of such dreary questioning. "Clearly, " he continues,
"this has mesmerized all sorts of people. " He sighs. "But 1 don't
think it's that healthy for Silicon Valley—or for those trying to
I mild a company. "

Moritz is a general partner in one of the most storied of Sili-
con Valley venture firms; Sequoia Capital, whose progeny in-
clude Apple Computer and Cisco Systems as well as Yahoo.
Back in the spring of 1995, before Yang and Filo even knew what
kind of business they wanted to build, Moritz gave them $1 mil-
lion in return for a one-quarter interest in their still unformed
company. Soon thereafter he recruited "T. K., " as the 47-year-old
Koogle is known in the Valley. Moritz remains a Yahoo director
and adviser.

The Yahoo party line is that the company doesn't waste time
thinking about the price of its stock. Management views its
job as executing its business plan, explains a com-
pany spokeswoman, and if it does that, the

stock will take care of itself. Though the run-
up in the stock has made him a near billion-
aire, Koogle deflects questions about Yahoo's
valuation. "These guys have never allowed
themselves to be distracted by the hoopla
over the stock, " exclaims Moritz, suddenly
animated. "They've always understood that
they are building a business and not pro-
moting a stock. In all the conversations I've
had over the years with Jerry and the guys.
I don't think we've spent five minutes talk-
ing about the stock. Not five minutes"

Those last two sentences are, well, un-
believable. Yes, the folks at Yahoo focus
on running the business, but their soaring
stock is hardly a mere byproduct of a well-
executed business strategy. In the new
world of the Net, the stock is a critical ele-
ment of the business. A high valuation
gives companies like Yahoo the inflated
currency needed to make deals with
other highly valued Internet companies,
and helps them lure the most talented
people. Most of all, a Net company's
valuation has much to do with how it is
perceived in the industry. Which is to
say, the larger the market cap, the
greater the esteem.

That Koogle understands this dy-
namic has been clear since Yahoo
went public back in April 1996, Just
months earlier, the Japanese company
Softbank had sunk $100 million into
Yahoo, becoming its largest share-
holder. So the company didn't need
money—the classic "old economy"
reason for going public. Koogle
didn't even want to do an IPO
that April. "I really wanted a
few more quarters. 1 wanted to
be sure we could deliver our I
numbers consistently and
ahead of [Wall Street's]
expectations, " he says.

!n the end, though, f \ I Three-year
the Yahoo CEO felt / \ f J

he had no choice. /
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announced plans for IPOs, and Koo-
gle felt Yahoo couldn't be left be-
hind. If Yahoo waited to go public, it
might be perceived as a laggard, and
forfeit what Wall Street calls the
"first-mover premium. " "We
couldn't afford to be boxed in, " he
says. "So we took the risk. '7

Of course, the company also did
everything in its power to limit that
risk. During the road show, it put
out a series of projections that were,
in retrospect, low-ball numbers. In-
deed, one trait that has marked Ya-
hoo ever since has been its ability
to beat the Street's expectations, in
part by insistently dampening ex-
pectations. To this day, analysts
who cover the company have quar-
terly earnings estimates lhat are
within a penny of each other—
which they are guided to by Yahoo.

Managing the Street's expecta-
tions is hardly new: Cisco and Micro-
soft, among many others, are famous
for their conservative "guidance. "
What is different for Internet com-
panies is that IPOs are far more about publicity than about raising
capital. In recent months some Internet companies have gone pub-
lic with the explicit goal of having the stock run up 300% and 400%
on the first day. They leave tens of millions of dollars on the table be-
cause they view the potential PR bonanza as so important. For Ya-
hoo the issue was simple—it hoped the IPO would confirm its lead-
ership in the portal business. (Of course, back then it was called the
"search engine" business. ) Lycos and Excite went public just weeks
before Yahoo, and neither shot the lights out. Yahoo, on the other
hand, priced its offering at $13 a share (these are pre-split prices), saw
the stock jump lo $43, and closed the day at $33—up 154%, giving
it a first-day market cap of over $800 million. Yahoo's stock had out-
performed the others; by the tortured logic of the Internet, that
made Yahoo the leader in portals.

There is one other crucial fact about Yahoo's IPO—and indeed all
Internet IPOs—that helps explain some of the giddy rise in Net stock
prices. The "float" was tiny. When Yahoo went public, it had around
26 million shares outstanding. But only 10% were made available to
the public. The rest remained in the hands of the founders and other
insiders, such as Sequoia and Softbank. With a float that small, Ya-
hoo was virtually guaranteed a successful IPO, since demand for its
shares would far outstrip supply. This remains true today. After three
stock splits, a handful of acquisitions (which usually require the issu-
ance of more stock), and the normal amount of insider selling. Yahoo
has around 200 million shares outstanding and a float of a little over
80 million shares. Since the stock's popularity has grown just as fast,
a supply-demand imbalance still exists. As Michael Parekh, the In-
ternet analyst at Goldman Sachs, puts it, "Float matters. " Truth to tell,
in the early days of a Net stock's life, little matters more.

Lise Buyer was hardly the only person to see that a job as an In-
ternet stock analyst was highly desirable. As a researcher at Paul Ka-

gan Associates in The old metrics didn't work (or this Net ana-
the early 1990s, lyst, so he invented a bunch of new ones.
Steve Harmon had
also caught the bug. "When I first saw Mosaic"—the revolutionary
browser that became Netscape Navigator—"I said, 'This is it, ' " he
recalls. He had neither the connections nor the wish to land a job like
Buyer's at a mainstream Wall Street firm. Instead, in 1996 he hooked
up with Mecklermedia, a magazine publisher that was quickly
branching onto the Web. On Meckler's Internet. com Website, the
company's new "senior Internet and media investment analyst" be-
gan writing twice a day about Internet stocks.

Yahoo was one of the first he wrote up. On the eve of its public
offering he gave a glowing appraisal of Yahoo's prospects, flatly pre-
dicting that its IPO performance would outdo Lycos7 and Excite's.
He conceded that there were those who thought its valuation would
be "frothy, " but he downplayed those concerns. He went on to say
something that is now widely accepted by Wall Street: that Yahoo
was not, in fact, a technology-driven "search engine'' but rather a
"directory service, " an accumulator of Web content that would
make money mainly from advertising—and that that would turn out
to be the superior business model. "Some could say that Yahoo is
what America Online wants to be when it grows up, " Harmon wrote
in a notable burst of enthusiasm.

Three years later, Harmon, now 34, can still recite that line from
memory. Sitting in a coffee bar in Palo Alto, he is happy to recall
other triumphs as well. He set up the first index of Internet stocks,
he says. He was prescient about not just Yahoo but also Double-
Click, Inktomi, ©Horne, and a raft of other Net stocks. He is read
by Bill Gates, John Doerr, Marc Andreessen—and some 100, 000
investors who get his reports via e-mail.

Harmon believes he is in the vanguard of a new kind of investing—
in which Internet users learn about Internet stocks from Internet an-
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alysts like himself and then use the Internet to
trade those stocks. "I'm in sync with the Net, "
he says, "I believe in the new axiom: If you use
it on Web Street, buy it on Wall Street. " He
sneers at high-profile Wall Street analysts like
Morgan Stanley's Mary Meeker, whom he
views as hopelessly behind the curve. "She
didn't pick up coverage of Yahoo until last
year, " he scoffs. "She was two years behind
me. " His popularity is such that he is on the
verge of expanding from his Internet. com base
to form a new company. He is thinking of call-
ing it e-harmon. com.

Harmon has indeed been "in sync" with
Internet investors. And to give him his due.
his analysis of Yahoo (and other Internet
stocks, for that matter) has been right on the
money. But the truth is that his analysis only
partly explained what was driving the stock
upward. In the beginning especially, Yahoo's
stock wasn't moving as a result of a superior
business model. Yahoo's stock was moving
because of its small float.

Most of Harmon's readers, after all, are
day traders, small investors, and hedge-fund
managers who constantly move in and out of
Net stocks. They don't much care whether
Yahoo the company is a search engine or a directory service;
they only want to know whether Yahoo the stock will go up in the
short term. So when Harmon and others like him pounded the
table for Yahoo, the day traders picked up on that and collectively
drove up the stock. With less than three million shares in circu-
lation, it wasn't that hard to make it move. ''I want to be in a
stock with a two-million-share float, " says a New York day trader
named Lee Ang, a Harmon fan who works out of the New York
branch of the Carlin Financial Group, which rents office space
and equipment to day traders. "AD you need is the littlest hype,
and it will run up. "

"This is complete momentum-style investing, " adds Mayer Off-
man, a day trader who holds the title of "chief strategist" at Car-
lin. "When the Net became popular, you had thousands of people
putting most of their money in these stocks. " Though Yahoo has
become, in Ang's words, "less interesting" of late—in large part be-
cause the float is much bigger—it was one of the most popular In-
ternet stocks in the first couple of years it was publicly traded. At
a time when it was difficult to buy a block larger than 2, 500 shares,
Offman knew groups of day traders pushing to buy 10, 000 or 20, 000
shares at a time. "There were times when you had 20% of the peo-
ple trading primarily in Yahoo, " he adds. "Without these guys, Ya-
hoo would be at a third of the price it is today. "

For day traders, says Offman, "valuation is meaningless. " Any-
one who thought otherwise got his head handed to him. Short-sell-
ers, believing the stock was overvalued, would make periodic runs
at it. But these were suicide missions. With the float so small, it was
relatively easy for people on the long side to snap up most of the
available shares and "squeeze the shorts"—forcing them to capitu-
late and buy stock to cover their positions, which drove the price
even higher. Hedge-fund managers who had started out shorting Ya-
hoo often switched to the other side and began buying it up instead.

This wasn't Yahoo's first fans were day traders. "There is not
the only form much you car do about them, " says the CFO.
of capitula-
tion to the power of this stock. There was also a kind of intellec-
tual capitulation, perhaps best exemplified by a man named Bob
Walberg. Like Harmon, Walberg is an analyst who writes for an In-
ternet site, Briefing. com. But Walberg did not instantly warm to In-
ternet stocks. Having spent 15 years working at regional broker-
ages, Walberg thought of himself as an analyst who took "a
conservative, value-oriented approach. " He was horrified by In-
ternet valuations. And he said so.

Throughout 1997 he harped on the issue of valuation. "Afterwatch-
ing short-sellers lose their lunch over the past couple of weeks after
being kicked in the stomach by the likes of... Yahoo, " he wrote in
one fairly typical July 1997 missive, "it is difficult for Briefing to say
one should have any regard for valuations when it comes to high-pro-
file stocks... [but] now that the [second-quarter earnings] are out,
what could drive the stock materially higher at this level?" He re-
peatedly mentioned the high market caps and warned investors that
if market sentiment turned, things could get very ugly.

But of course market sentiment didn't turn, and by the early part
of 1998, with Net stocks moving faster and higher than ever, Wal-
berg ran up the white flag. That April, after Yahoo had reported
yet another quarter in which it had beaten expectations, he wrote:
"Of course it is hard to justify the multiples that this issue com-
mands... but as everyone that has tried to short the stock will tell
you, it is very difficult to fight the momentum and the following that
this issue has experienced since going public. " Never again did
Walberg make a big deal of valuation. What was the point? He had
come to agree with Offman: "Valuation doesn't matter. "

"Once you reach the conclusion that it is the supply-demand
equation that is moving these stocks, and not valuation, you have
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to make a choice, " DU's Net analyst is a believer He now
Walberg says. "You calls Yahoo a blue-chip stock.
can ignore what is
driving the stocks and opt out of the game. Or you can ignore val-
uation and stay in the game. We decided we didn't want to opt out.
Besides, you have to recognize that investors are trying to pick win-
ners—and Internet stocks have been the big winners. " This past
December, Walberg penned a darkly brilliant line that summed up
his current view of Net mania: "At the heart of the Internet revo-
lution, " he wrote, "the most desired thing is Internet stock. "

Steve Harmon never had to capitulate on valuations. That's be-
cause he had decided from the very beginning that using the valu-
ation "metrics" of the past for Internet stocks made no sense. For
one thing, traditional metrics were just going to scare people off.
For another, this really was a new world, in his view. "Newspapers
will trade at six times cash flow, " he says. "Everybody knows that's
the deal. Broadcasting is eight to 12 times cash flow. But we don't
have any comparable way to gauge Internet stocks. " So he decided
to invent some metrics that he could apply to internet companies.

For instance, Internet companies were measuring the growth of
their audiences by tallying the number of times a particular Web
page is looked at. "What if 1 took the market value of an Internet
company and divided it by monthly page views?" Harmon remem-
bers asking. "What would I get?" He used this metric to compare
CNET and Yahoo, and it showed that CNET was trading at a pre-
mium to Yahoo on a "page view ratio" basis. "To me, " he adds,
"that suggested Yahoo was undervalued. "

Having decided that this was a useful exercise, Harmon created
other measures: Market cap/users; market cap/ad views: reve-
nue/subscriber; market cap/potential market share, and a half
dozen others. On the one hand, most of these new metrics were

• . . laughable-what did I hey actually measure? On the other hand.
they certainly did suggest that their inventor was "in sync" with the
Internet mentality. Harmon had implicitly given up on the idea of
comparing Internet stocks with "old economy" stocks. He was say-

ing t h a t t h e A top tech investor, McNamee says owning Net
on ly way to stocks is now a matter of "self-preservation. "
value Internet
stocks was to compare them with each other. Relative to, say, Dis-
ney, Yahoo's valuation of course seemed completely nuts. But com-
pared with CNET, it didn't look so bad at all—in fact, you could
argue that it was undervalued!

Relative valuation—that was the idea. It was an idea soon embraced
by Wall Street. By spring 1998, the Street, too, was about to capitulate.

If you ask Yahoo CFO Gary Valenzuela what he thinks about
day traders, he gives a fatalistic shrug. "There is not much you can
do about them, " he says.

And in fact, throughout the period when day traders and hedge
funds were driving up the price of the stock—to Yahoo's great
benefit—the company ignored them. Instead, Yahoo executives
spent their time explaining themselves to Wall Street. That, after
all, was the stock-buying constituency they wanted to attract.

In those early days the Street wasn't interested; the Internet
thing was just too scary for most big institutional investors. But
Koogle and the other execs never let up; they knew that laying the
groundwork would serve them well when Wall Street finally woke
up to the Internet.

That's why it was so important for Yahoo to show profits early—
it didn't want a reputation as another profitless Net outfit whose
stock floated on air. It wanted the Street to view it as something
real. That's also why Yahoo made such a point of managing—and
beating—analysts' expectations.

Koogle and the rest of the Yahoo management team also made
a point of not acting like a bunch of wild and crazy startup guys.
They stopped talking about how Yang and Filo had developed
their site in a trailer full of empty pizza boxes. Instead, they were
low key and professional, never talking up the stock and always
talking about the business. They dealt in real numbers, not "blue
sky" projections. They conveyed the impression that they were
grownups who knew how to run a business—precisely the way Wall
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Street likes to see manage-
ment act.

Sure enough, by spring
1998 the Street was taking
notice of Yahoo. The stock by
then had risen 745% from the
original IPO price. Its multi-
ple was still astronomical, but
Yahoo's ability to deliver
great results—while convey-
ing a conservative image—
made the dizzying multiple a
little easier to overlook.

Besides, by then some 20
analysts were covering Ya-
hoo—up from three after the
IPO—and they were all lin-
ing up behind the stock. That
was the next big step. Lise
Buyer picked it up in Janu-
ary. Mary Meeker came on
board in April somewhat
sheepishly—she was late to
the party, she conceded in her
first report. And right around
then—shortly before Yahoo

announced its first-quarter results—the stock really took
off. Having split once, and about to split again, Yahoo's
float was now well over ten million shares. But there sud-
denly was much more demand! By July, when the run-up finally
ended, Yahoo's market cap had risen from $5 billion to $9 billion.

Which still begged the question that forever hung over Yahoo:
How did you explain its valuation? Even though the company kept
announcing good results, the multiple kept leapfrogging ahead of
those results. In effect, the stock price kept outrunning the per-
formance of the company.

The analysts who covered Yahoo could still love the stock be-
cause, like Bob Walberg, they had all gotten their minds into that
different place—the place where you acquiesce to the logic of In-
ternet valuations. On some level, it was a requisite for the job. How
could you cover these companies, after all, if you didn't deeply be-
lieve in the medium and its potential? Sure, they would say, many
of these valuations seemed crazy now, but someday some of the
companies being built would end up justifying their stock prices. In
the case of Yahoo, you had to believe that major advertisers like
Procter & Gamble would eventually spend big bucks on the Net. Be-
cause Yahoo had already done such a good job of establishing itself
as a major Internet brand, it wasn't hard to make the next leap—
namely, that when the P&Gs finally arrived, they would spend the
lion's share of their ad dollars on Yahoo.

Every Internet analyst made arguments along those lines when
visiting clients. Most also had ways of dealing with the question of
current valuation that was inevitably raised. Most avoided "old-
economy measures" such as P/E ratios, which were so off the
charts, and used measures like price-to-sales ratios, which at least
looked a little more "normal. " (Yahoo's price-to-sales ratio in mid-
1998, for instance, was 103. ) All relied on relative valuation meas-
ures—thus keeping the comparisons within the Internet universe.
That was the key, really: Once you viewed Net stocks in relative

"This is complete momentum-style invest-
ing, " says day trader Offman.

terms, it all seemed to make
sense. Some analysts liked
revenue per customer meas-
ures, while others pointed to
the growing number of visi-
tors to the Websites. One an-
alyst smushed these together
and came up with a "value
per customer" metric. ("We
then take the steady-state
per-customer operating in-
come.,. and apply a dividend
discount model to come up
with a value per customer, "
he helpfully explained. ) Ana-
lysts who liked to crunch
numbers favored "discounted
cash flow" models as a way
of defending the valuations.
They made cash-flow esti-
mates five or six years into
the future, then worked back-
ward to the present. The
problem is that since we
know so little about where
the Net is headed, predicting

cash flow so far into the future is
largely meaningless. While it
looked like old-fashioned valua-

tion analysis, it wasn't. Rather, it was a kind of disguised justifica-
tion: an implied acknowledgement by the analysts that investing in
this new technology was a bet—just as Graham and Dodd had
said back in 1934.

The smart ones, like Buyer, understood that. Having never
completely gotten rid of her "valuation bias, " she actually wrote
a quarterly "valuation report" for her clients. It was primarily an
effort to find meaning in relative valuation measures. But she con-
ceded up front that she was still groping for answers. "People ex-
pect Internet analysts to have the answer, " she says. "But we
don't. This is about adjusting on the fly. '' In one recent report, she
joked, "We think the variable that might most explain current rel-
ative valuations could well be the number of weekly mentions on
CNBC. " In that same report, though, she wrote bluntly, "At some
level, the attempt to rationally explain the valuations on Internet
securities is an exercise in futility, "

Does that mean she's down on Internet stocks? Of course not.
It simply means that she has to find other criteria. And she has. "I
have four tests for an Internet company, " she says. "Does someone
need what they are doing? Do they have a sustainable advantage?
Is there a business model that will lead to profitability? Is the man-
agement good?" Yahoo meets her criteria, so it's on her list of rec-
ommended stocks. The valuation? It is what it is.

In the end, that's the lesson the stock has imprinted on those
who follow it: If you get hung up on valuation, you'll get hurt. Look
at what happened to Paul Noglows, for instance. Noglows, the Net
analyst for Hambrecht & Quist, had covered Yahoo since late
1996, longer than just about anybody. He loved the company, be-
lieved in the model, and pushed the stock. In the early days, he re-
calls, "clients would laugh at me when I brought up Yahoo, " The
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first time it doubled in price, in-
vestors asked if they should sell
and take their profits. No, he'd
said, stay the course. "I just be-
lieved in it, " he says. "I had
faith. "

But in 1998, during the
stock's great summer run, his
faith wavered. In just five weeks.
Yahoo ran up 82%. "It has ex-
ceeded the market cap of Via-
com, " Noglows recalls thinking.
Even in relative terms it seemed
expensive: It was trading at 37
times estimated 1999 reve-
nues—that was his preferred
metric—while its competitors
were trading at 14 times 1999
revenues. "I started having a cri-
sis of confidence, " he says. So in
early July, he downgraded Ya-
hoo, along with AOL, to "hold. "
His stated reason? Valuation
concerns.

For about two months he
looked like a genius. Late that
summer the market dropped hard in the wake of concerns about
Russia, and Net stocks dropped with everything else. But in the fall
they turned around and began soaring anew. Noglows upgraded
AOL but kept his "hold" on Yahoo because he still thought the
stock was overpriced. "It was a big mistake, " he says. By the time
he finally upgraded the stock this March, it had more than tripled.
Now, if you ask him about valuation, he'll give the same answer as
Mayer Offman and Bob Walberg: "Valuation is meaningless. "

"Do you know why people like me own this stock?'" asks Roger
McNamee. "We own it because we have no choice. "

A general partner of Integral Capital Partners, a Silicon Valley
technology fund. McNamee is one of the best-known tech inves-
tors in America. He was in on Yahoo's IPO and has owned shares
of the company for most of its brief life. He appreciates the "bril-
liance, " as he calls it, of Yahoo's business mode] and the abilities
of Yahoo's management. He likes Tim Koogle a lot. None of that
entirely explains why he's of late been loading up on Yahoo and
other Internet stocks: "I buy these stocks because I live in a com-
petitive universe, and I can't beat my benchmarks without them. "
What he thinks about their valuations is irrelevant. "You either
participate in this mania, or you go out of business, " he says. "It's
a matter of self-preservation. "

Having gone from hot IPO to plaything of the day traders to
darling of the analyst community, Yahoo has taken the final step
on its journey to blue-chip status: It has become a "must" for mu-
tual funds and other big institutional buyers of stock. All are un-
der the same pressures to beat the market, which has been in-
creasingly difficult as the S&P 500 has risen at a 20%-plus annual
clip in recent years. They are also under pressure not to fill their
portfolios with overly risky stocks—holdings for which they can
be criticized if the stocks crash and burn.

This past fall, as Internet stocks—ignited by eBay's September

IPO—took off once again,
desperate money manag-
ers finally succumbed.
They began buying Yahoo
in droves; between last fall
and this March, Yahoo's
market cap rose from $12
billion to $50 billion (be-
fore falling recently to $34
billion), as institutional
ownership of the stock
climbed to 60%. With 80
million shares now in cir-
culation, says a hedge fund
manager, "you can buy a
25, 000-share block now
without much trouble. "

And nobody talks
about valuation. Yahoo is
a name everybody knows
—so it isn't considered as
"risky" as an Inktomi or a

DoubleClick. Besides, if it should all come tumbling down, who's
going to criticize the fund industry for owning it? It's not as though
one or two fund managers stuck their necks out.

Of late the analyst community has a new chant about Yahoo,
which has brought an additional measure of comfort. The new line
is that if the bubble bursts, the big Internet brands—AOL, Ama-
zon. com, eBay, and Yahoo chief among them—will be the ones still
standing. Indeed, analysts lump all four together as leaders you can
bet on—the "safe" Internet stocks. "If you don't own some of these
stocks, " SG Cowan analyst Scott Reamer tells his clients, "you're
being fiduciarily irresponsible. "

"Yahoo has become a blue-chip stock because Yahoo is a blue-
chip company, " adds Jaime Kiggen, an Internet analyst at Do-
naldson Lufkin & Jenrette. That is the new party line, and if your
world-view is confined to the Internet it makes a certain sense.
On the Net, Yahoo is an 800-pound gorilla. But it's no blue chip.
Companies with $16 million in quarterly profits and a $34 billion
market cap are simply not blue chips, no matter how well they are
run. Yahoo has the multiple it has because demand for Internet
stocks remains insatiable and because the company's execution
so far has been picture perfect. Yet implicit in its market cap is
the assumption that everything will continue to work out splen-
didly for the company—and that the Internet will turn out to be
the greatest profit generator the world has ever seen. There is no
margin for error in Yahoo's valuation.

But now is not the time to worry about that—at least not on Wall
Street. Now is the time to climb aboard. To look at the list of Ya-
hoo shareholders is to realize that pretty much all of Wall Street is
along for the ride. Data compiled by Thompson Financial Securi-
ties Data show that Fidelity, AIM, Janus, and Alliance Capital are
shareholders. So are Mellon Bank, Chase Manhattan, and State
Street Bank. Well-known hedge funds like Tudor Investment Man-
agement own the stock. The Ford Foundation owns the stock. The
IBM Retirement Plan owns the stock.

Are there any holdouts left? Well, there's one at least. The
fund managers at T. Rowe Price have yet to buy their first share
of Yahoo. Q
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Media behemoths are piling into the portals business like
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claim as an information giant in the next century. Already,
more people are hopscotching across Web sites than the
number of viewers TV could claim after a dozen years in ex-
istence. And there are no signs the Web's growth is slowing:
By 2002, some 328 million people around the globe will be us-
ing this far-flung information pipeline, according to Interna-
tional Data Corp.

What's emerging faster than many imagined is a Net gen-
eration that rises not
to its newspapers and
TV news shows but to
its coffee and glowing

computer screens. Seme 64% of cybersurfers watch less TV
now than they did before their Web-cruising days, while
48% are not reading as much, according to market researchers
Strategis Group. Suddenly, the prospect of being a media
goliath without grabbing the eyes, minds, and pocket-books of
the Internet droves seems dicey indeed. "With Yahoo, you
can't measure things like price to sales, " says Abel Garcia, se-
nior vice-president at investment firm Waddell & Reed Inc.,
one of Yahoo's largest shareholders. "You have to look at it as
the new media company of the 21st century. "

And that could be a mouth-watering prospect. Unlike tra-
ditional media, this new Internet breed will dish up not only
information and entertainment but also a way to act on it.

Like New Age general stores, new media companies stock
news, staples, and all the hottest gossip. Consumers, for ex-
ample, can get the latest information on long-term mortgage
rates—and find a real estate broker, view their dream home,
and apply for a home loan, all under one roof. When a deal is
struck, the new media company collects a fee.
GLITZED-UP GATES. This lucrative, one-stop Web site ap-
proach is the most coveted business on the Net today. And,
oddly enough, it goes by the drab name of "portals. " These
are the glitzed up entrances to the Web that have so many
goodies that their operators hope cybersurfers congregate en
masse and then rarely venture elsewhere. And like all high-
rent districts, they can charge a premium for advertising,
while also cashing in on consumer E-commerce. Online shop-
ping alone is expected to balloon to $37. 5 billion by 2002, says
Jupiter Communications.

This has not escaped the giants of the media world, who
are piling into the business like so many giddy teenagers
squeezing into a Volkswagen Bug. In July, NBC spent $6 mil-
lion for a 19% position in Snap!, the struggling portal operated
by CNET Inc. Disney quickly ponied up $70 million and trad-
ed its majority stake in Starwave Corp. for 43% of rival In-
foseek Corp. And insiders say that Excite Inc. has held talks
with several media giants, including Time Warner. "The pitter-
patter of competitive footsteps has turned into a clip-clop, "

The Be-All and Do-All of the Net
Forget directories. Yahoo! is a full-blown package of information and services.
Here's how a sampling of services on Yahoo! stacks up against rivals, with "rad" as the
highest rating, followed by "cool, " then "so what, " and finally "lame. "

FINANCE
A superdeep set of
offerings, including
quotes, graphs, analysts'
ratings, and company
information—all easy to
find. The breadth of news
from Reuters, S&P, and
AP sets it apart, although
Microsoft's Investor and
Excite also are first-rate.
Yahoo! Finance isn't for
high-roller investors but
is great for little guys.

REAL ESTATE
A wide variety of tightly
integrated information
from real estate's RE/Max
and online loan service
E-Loan, as well as
national classifieds on
home sales and rentals.
Although Excite offers
easier-to-use graphics
and Microsoft's
HomeAdvisor is flashy,
Yahoo! has nifty
information on crime
rates and quality of life.

HEALTH
To put it nicely, Yahoo!
has a lot of work to do.
The service provides
health news from Reuters
and medical site listings,
but Excite, Infoseek, and
Lycos do a better job by
offering news features,
tips, and quizzes from
iVillage and HomeArts.
For great sites, check out
Thrive, InteliHeaith, and
Mayo Health.

SEARCH
Yahoo! pioneered the
field, using categories as a
way to help guide you
through searches. Now,
Excite and Lycos help
people wade through data
better. Their solution?
Asking whether the results
are hot or cold, and then
looking up data that are
closer to the target. Excite
also suggests first and last
names to narrow searches.

RAD CO° L I£ME COOL
ilNESS WEEK/SEPTE



teenagers into a VW bug
says Internet analyst Mary G. Meeker of Mor-
gan Stanley Dean Witter.

Almost overnight, the competition has gone
from stiff to downright scary. Existing portals
such as Infoseek have been beefed up with cash
from media companies, while TV networks have
signaled that they have no intention of being
outnetworked by a cyberspace upstart. Tech-
nology bigwigs Microsoft and Netscape Com-
munications Corp. are joining the scramble, too,
bringing the powerful draw of their browsers
with them. From America Online Inc. to General
Electric CO. /NBC, these giants are poised for
combat. Enemy No. 1: Yahoo. "This is the first
time since Yahoo started that it will be vulner-
able, " says Halsey M. Minor, CEO of rival CNET. "In the next
nine months, things will be vastly different. "
LIKE BILLBOARDS? The firepower of new and invigorated rivals
is worry enough for Yahoo. But the company may be facing a
more fundamental threat: convincing Corporate America that
it can get a big bang for its buck by advertising online. A
small but growing number of companies are beginning to
question the value portals bring to their marketing efforts,
which could take the air out of worldwide ad spending forecast
by Forrester Research Inc. to hit $15 billion by 2003.

Charles Schwab & Co., for example, no longer pays millions
to AOL to be featured on its finance channel because it says
less than 5% of its customers used AOL to get to Schwab's
Web site. "Customers were looking at positions on portals a
little like billboards on the side of the road, " says Martha
Deevy, Schwab's senior vice-president for electronic brokerage.
"Over time, they just become part of the landscape. "

Could it be? Is highflier Yahoo a mouse-click away from be-
coming a has-been? Already, analysts are predicting that no

more than a handful of the more than a dozen already-de-
clared players will survive the portal melee. They warn that
the added competition—along with the ever-mushrooming
number of Web sites—could spread crucial advertising rev-
enues too thin. This year, portals are expected to attract
15% of Web traffic and 67% of North American ad dollars, or
$870 million. By 2003, though, they will grab 20% of traffic
but only 30% of ad dollars, or $3. 2 billion, according to For-
rester. "It's a real threat to Yahoo, " says Forrester analyst
Chris G. Charron.

Most experts are placing bets on AOL, with its 12. 5 million
subscribers—who account for 36% of the Web traffic that
comes from households. And Microsoft gets a thumbs-up be-
cause, well, it's Microsoft. Although the software giant's online
service Microsoft Network has been a huge disappointment, its
new portal, MSN. COM, launched for the most part in late Au-
gust, is expected to hit the mark with Netizens (page 76).

But it's tiny 600-person Yahoo that gets the most nods. It
was first to market with a detailed search service, first to go

This is the place for news
junkies. The vast selection
of news sources—from AP
to Hollywood Reporter—is
awesome. Also offers a
wide variety of topics, from
technology to human
interest. Still, it can be
overwhelming—with news
bits, short takes, and in-
depth stories galore. Snap!
and Excite don't give up a
lot of ground, though.

My Yahoo! is extensive. It
lets you pick your favorite
topics—from stocks to
weather—by creating a
site customized to your
tastes. True, Excite goes
one better by having your
preferences travel with
you throughout that site.
My Yahoo!, though, is
really worth using if you
plan to spend much time
on the site.

This smart setup offers
hotel, car, and flight
reservations. But the
bookings automatically
link to travel service
Sabre, without giving
alternatives such as
bargain-fin der Priceline.
Infoseek and Lycos first
link to Microsoft's
Expedia and Preview
Travel and connect to
other sites.

If you thought shopping
malls were dead on the
Web, think again. Yahoo!
has one, and it's doing its
darnedest to lock you into
its choice of stores,
including Gap and CDnow.
Snap! has easy-to-use
listings and search to help
sort through a wider
selection. Yahoo! is still
hep, offering an electronic
shopping assistant
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Sky-high: Since 1996, Yahoo! stock
has climbed to 23 times its IPO price

Cover Story

public, first to
turn an annual
profit, and first to
go mainstream by
slapping its zany
name on TV.

Now, Yahoo is
promising to go where no portal has gone before—to tele-
phones, televisions, pagers, handheld organizers, and the like.
Koogle and his troops are working feverishly so that by ear-
ly next year, Yahoo's zippy Web pages are accessible any-
where and from any device.

Even sooner, perhaps by yearend, the company plans to
give its registered users the velvet-glove treatment by of-
fering a so-called Yahoo wallet. This would allow users to reg-
ister their credit cards and shipping addresses with Yahoo.
Then, when they shop anywhere on the Web, they can take

their virtual Yahoo
wallet with them to
make purchases in-
stantly. As with credit

cards, Yahoo will keep a tab and present a monthly online bill.
"We want to build the biggest company we can, " vows the 47-
year-old Koogle. "We've taken the lid off. "

The method in Yahoo's tactics is nothing short of madness.
Indeed, the company's motto demands it: Do what's crazy, but
not stupid. Nowhere has this principle been stronger than in
Yahoo's branding campaigns. By conjuring up a cool Cali-
fornia image—hip but not rad, easy-to-use but not simplistic—
it has managed to create a cultlike following not unlike that of
Apple Computer Inc. 's Macintosh.
CASHING IN ON CACHET. Today, the Yahoo name is scrawled on
seemingly every available surface. At the hockey rink of the
San Jose Sharks, it's on the Zamboni ice-shaving machine. It's
wrapped around tins of breath mints. It's on Slinkys, para-
chutes, skateboards, sailboats, surfboards, yo-yos, and kazoos.
And the purple and yellow letters will soon appear on shoes,
a music CD, the ER show, and the upcoming Ron Howard
movie Ed TV. The best part; Yahoo has paid barely a whisper
for all this publicity. In its early days, the company bartered
for placement, but now—since gaining cachet—it gets much of
this gratis. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m

Truth be told, the
Yahoo brand may be
the company's biggest
asset. While rivals
such as Excite or Info-
seek may match Ya-
hoo's information, ser-
vices, and shopping,
tew have come dose to
its branding. Some
44% of Internet users
know Yahoo, according
to Intelliquest Inc. —
more than are familiar
with Excite, Lycos, or
even Microsoft {table,
page 72). Only AOL and
Netscape are better
known. "The name
contains the promise of
the product, " says
Owen Shapiro, senior

analyst at market and brand research firm Leo J. Shapiro &
Associates. "It reinforces the idea that when I go to Yahoo,
I'll be so pleased I'll be Yahooing afterwards. "

Although the company has helped define Internet branding,
it must now keep redefining it to stay ahead of deep-pocket-
ed rivals such as NBC. Yahoo was the first Net upstart to hit
the airwaves with a series of humorous TV commercials in
1996 (Do you Yahoo!? remains a company tagline). But TV ads
alone just won't cut it anymore. Now, Yahoo is trying to go
one step further with product placements on TV's Ally McBeal
and Caroline in the City. And in an Aug. 27 announcement,
Yahoo linked its brand with the likes of the Oakland Athlet-
ics baseball team and the popular Comedy Central cable
channel by forming online clubs for their fans.
HUE AND CRY. In a stab to get beyond T-shirts, of which it al-
ready has 20 different varieties, it licensed the logo to Grego-
ry Mountain Sports, which is making computer bags to be sold
in Staples Inc. and RE! stores this fall. "We want a name that
will stand the test of time, " says Karen Edwards, vice-presi-
dent for brand marketing, who joined Yahoo in January, 1996,
after having done battle in the trenches at computer maker
Apple's ad agency BBDO Worldwide Inc. Edwards is so gung ho
that she planted her Palo Alto (Calif. ) garden this summer with
purple petunias and yellow gladioli—the company's colors.

No doubt Yahoo's power brand will be one of its greatest
weapons in fending off the coming assault. So, too, will be its
healthy bank account. The company is sitting on almost $400
million in cash, thanks in part to a $250 million investment on
July 8 by Softbank Corp., which now owns 31% of Yahoo.
This is part of Softbank's strategy of Internet investments, in-
cluding stakes in E*Trade and GeoCities. The Softbank mon-
ey, not to mention Yahoo's stock, will come in handy as
Koogle pursues a more aggressive acquisition strategy than in
the past. Yahoo has made only four acquisitions so far, in-
cluding the $49 million stock purchase of ViaWeb. But with
greater competition and a need to keep expanding its services,
Koogle says more are in the offing.

Apart from cold, hard cash, Yahoo has its stock price going
for it—so long as it stays aloft. Compared with tech dy-
namo Microsoft, with a share price 2, 7 times its projected
1999 earnings growth rate, Yahoo seems pricey at 4. 1 times

expected earnings
growth. For Yahoo to
be valued the same as
Microsoft, it would
have to hike earnings
66% next year—well
above the 45% in-
crease analysts are
forecasting. Nonethe-
less, 14 out of 20 ana-
lysts rate the stock a
buy. Why? Most say
they expect the com-
pany will remain a
leader in portals, cash-
ing in handsomely in
coming years. A big
help: Yahoo boasts
gross margins of 88%,
just shy of Microsoft's
92%. "Yahoo has the
potential to emerge as
the first pure Internet
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Technically, Yahoo! is "Yet Another
Hierarchical Officious Oracle"

NOT TOO HIP: Koogle (at the wheel)
is a foil for Filo and Yang's zaniness

giant, " says ana-
lyst Paul Noglows
of Hambrecht &
Quist Inc.

But first, it will
have to maintain
its knack for giv-
ing Netizens what
they want. That's

why its executives have been in nonstop meetings (in sparse-
ly furnished conference rooms bearing names such as Decent
or Consistent—just so that people will be forced to say they
are "in Decent" or "in Consistent") to discuss the company's
tenuous future. "We are in the business of obsoleting Yahoo, "
says 29-year-old co-founder Jerry Yang, whose success has
made him so popular in his parents' home country of Taiwan
that he registers in hotels under an assumed name to avoid a

crush of autograph-
seekers.

It wasn't always
that way. When Yang

and David Filo were Stanford University graduate engi-
neering students in late 1993, they were about as far away
from Big Business as twentysomethings could be. Instead of
writing dissertations, they spent most of their time surfing the
"Web and building lists of their favorite sites. On a whim, they
decided to post their list, dubbed "Jerry's Guide to the "World
Wide Web. " The reaction was explosive. So in 1995, the dis-
sertations were chucked—and so was the list's name. In-
stead, Yahoo, which technically stands for Yet Another Hi-
erarchical Officious Oracle, was born.

In the future, playing up this friendly neighborhood feel of
Yahoo and downplaying its commercialization will be key to
getting surfers to stick around. According to Media Metrix
Inc., users hang out at Yahoo's site an average of nine min-
utes daily, vs. about 42 for rival AOL'S proprietary service. Ya-
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hoo is trying to increase that through its Hollywoodesque pro-
gramming. On July 21, for instance, more than 18, 000 people
asked more than 100, 000 questions during an online discussion
with teen heartthrobs Hanson. And during the recent World
Cup, Yahoo's multilingual site drew an estimated 13. 5 million
people—4 million from outside the U. S.

But with Netscape, Disney, and others on its heels, Yahoo
will have to do more. Such as get personal. While all the ma-
jor portals offer personalized services, Yahoo leads the pack
with 18 million consumers registered on My Yahoo, a feature
that stores personal data, such as ZIP codes and the occupa-
tions of people who choose to use it. That information, which
is kept confidential, allows Yahoo to tailor advertisements,
merchant's wares, and other services to consumers who
would be most interested in them.
USER-INTIMATE. Yahoo plans to capitalize on knowing peo-
ple's tastes by using push technology to tailor information and
deliver Web material to the desktop. "I can picture Yahoo as
a big depository for people's preferences and consumption pat-
terns, " explains Koogle, who is known as "T, K, " around the
office (page 74). "We'll have the ability to notify people of
tilings they should tune into. "

Or buy. At the moment, when it comes to E-commerce, the
job of a portal is to send as much traffic to its partners' and
advertisers' home pages as possible. But Yahoo hopes to do
even more, including suggesting items for purchase based on
an individual's preferences and past buying behavior. It also
wants to launch an online billing and buying service. Yahoo al-
ready has a relationship with Visa International and is talking
with Intuit Inc. and others about the venture. "We can be a
central buying service, " explains Chief Operating Officer Jef-
frey Mallett, 34.

That's a shrewd move for Yahoo, which, like other portals,
expects E-Commerce to contribute a bigger piece of its rev-
enue pie. Currently, E-commerce is expected to bring in some
$42 million, or about 25% of Yahoo's projected 1998 revenue of

Name That Internet Brand
Portion of the population that recognized these companies



The Yahoo! logo is turning up even on sailboats
ing wouldn't go up much until electronic ads become more
consumer-friendly and interactive and until their effectiveness
can be better measured.

Even an Internet startup is not convinced. Chris Larsen,
CEO of Palo Alto's E-Loan Inc., an online mortgage busi-
ness, says his company does better relying on traditional
media for promotion than on the portals. In July, E-loan
spent $250, 000 on radio ads in California and Washington. The
cost per customer: about $200, with about a 2% conversion
rate on resulting loan applications. By contrast, Larsen's on-
line deals cost him at least $300 a customer, with a conversion
rate of just 0. 5%. "Long-term, we think traditional media
are the way to develop the brand, " says Larsen. "I don't want
to be too dependent on portals. "

And as consumers get more Net-savvy, they may not need
a helping portal hand. Jerry Kaplan, CEO of Internet auction
house ONSALE Inc.,
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his company has seen its
traffic from portals shrink
faster than a cheap T-shirt
in the past year. He fig-
ures the drop stems from
an increased awareness of
ONSALE'S brand. "The next
turn of the crank in Inter-

Mallett, the all-business opera-
tions man; and Koogle, the
seasoned veteran. "It's pretty
rare in business when manage-
ment jells so well, " says Eric
Hippeau, a board member and
CEO of computer trade publish-
er Ziff-Davis.

net commerce will be that certain sites will emerge as desti-
nations on their own, thereby eliminating the necessity to buy
a broad presence on the portal sites, " he says.

Koogle concedes that some businesses, particularly those
with the best-known names, won't need to rely on Yahoo and
other portals to attract online customers or build brand
awareness. But he
says most merchants
will flock to them for
their services, strong
distribution, and loyal following. Media Metrix says 51% of
Net surfers at work and 42% of those at home use Yahoo at
least occasionally. That powerful presence is expected to
keep the ad'dollars rolling in. Forrester figures Yahoo will nab
at least a quarter of all portal ad money in 2002.

That's why E*Trade Group Inc. CEO Christos M. Cotsakos,
whose Internet brokerage
put up millions of dollars
on Aug. 6 for ads and ac-
cess to Yahoo's finance
channel customers, says
that banking on Yahoo is a

Timothy Andrew Koogle
NICKNAME "T. K. "

BORN July 5, 1951, in Alexandria, Va.

EDUCATION BA, 1973, from the
University of Virginia—graduating first in
his class. Awarded a full scholarship to
Stanford, where he earned an MS in
1975 and a PhD in engineering in 1977.

FAMILY Divorced with no children.

no-brainer. "It's like play-
ing Double Jeopardy, " says
Cotsakos. "You place your

kicks back by jamming
on one of three vintage
guitars he keeps in his

Parentsdead^neolderbrother^Grayson^ bedroom. And when he
can, he flies to his get-
away home, across

HOUSES One in Seattle, across the lake from Bill Gates. Lake Washington from
Koogle bought it while working there for Intermec, a maker Microsoft Corp. 's

PETS One cat named Morley (not after Safer).

It almost seems that Koogle of data-communications gear. Another in Saratoga, Calif. _ William H. Gates I I I ,
was destined to take the reins
of a high-flying startup. Since
the age of 7, an entrepreneur-
ial spirit has earned him from
job to job. His father, a me-
chanic and machinist, taught
him how to build engines, a
skill lie put to use while grow-
ing up in Alexandria, Va. Lat-
er, Koogle put himself through
grad school at Stanford by re-
building the engines of stu-
dents' cars and founding a
company that did industrial
design for companies in the
Bay Area.

Koogle took his education
and knack for mechanics to
Motorola Inc. in 1983, where for nine
years he worked in its operations and
venture-capital groups. There, while de-
ciding whether to plunge millions of
dollars into promising—or not so
promising—business plans, he learned
the fine art of risk-taking. After that,
he joined Seattle's Intermec as presi-
dent, increasing sales at the data-com-
munications product maker by almost
50% during his three years.

HOBBIES Collecting vintage guitars (mostly electric),
including a 1972 Stratocaster, a Beatles Rickenbacker, and
an acoustic D-41 Martin. He plays them, natch. He played
the clarinet in his high school marching band but no longer
performs publicly. Rock bands he formed during his
teenage years: The Tides, Paraphernalia. Koogle also likes
to drive fast, although he doesn't do it much anymore. A
trained mechanic, he worked his way through Stanford Uni-
versity rebuilding engines.

CARS A Toyota 4Runner, a Mercedes convertible, and an
old Saab.

PEOPLE HE ADMIRES Bob Galvin and George Fisher, both
former CEOs of Motorola, where he used to work in the
operations and venture-capital groups.

Now, transforming Yahoo into a prof-
itable business seems as natural to
Koogle as rebuilding a car. "It's full cir-
cle for me, " he says. "The whole
process of taking raw parts and build-
ing something that runs is something
that appeals to me. "

What also appeals to Koogle is racing
around a track at 120 mph—as he did
recently at racing school for some, uh,
R&R. At home, the divorced Koogle

to see old friends from
the Northwest.

These days, there's
little time for such in-
dulgences, Koogle is
keeping pace with an
Internet clock that
moves faster than the
sleekest racing ma-
chine. And he has to
manage the wild ex-
pectations set for Ya-
hoo, valued at S9. 1 bil-
lion on Aug. 25. "There
are lots of people in
Silicon Valley who
start and end with
'How do I make lots of

money?' I'm not about that, ' says
Koogle, who lived in a spartan one-bed-
room apartment before moving in
March into a modest house in Saratoga,
Calif. "I'm into building businesses that
make money. " He hasn't done too badly
for himself, either: His Yahoo stock is
worth $200 million. Not bad for a me-
chanic from Virginia.

By Linda Himelstein
in Santa Clara, Calif.
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biggest bets on the squares that will give you the best return.
And Yahoo is the Double Jeopardy Square on the Internet. "

Koogle had better hope so. Should the economic model
for this emerging business start to fizzle, the coming com-

petitive assault will be
the least of Yahoo's
worries. It could take
years to turn the P&GS

of the world into Net believers, placing Yahoo squarely on the
come line. For now, though, all hands at the company's spar-
tan headquarters are focused on the bout before them. And
they know that even one misstep will be seized upon by a le-
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gion of Yahoo wannabes. "There's a vast universe waiting for
Yahoo to fall or stumble, " says Michael Moritz, a Yahoo
board member. If Yahoo doesn't gobble them up first.

By Linda Himelstein ire Santa Clara, Calif., with Heather
Green and Richard Siklos in New York and Catherine Yang
in Washington

BusinessWeek ONLINE
Want more? Don't miss our online-only Special Report,

"The Battle of the Portals, " a multifaceted examination of the fiercest
competition in cyberspace. Visit www. businessweek. com

GUESS WHO'S OUT TO OUT-YAHOO! YAHOO!

Y ahoo! Inc. may be the classic
fleet-footed startup, but mighty
Microsoft Corp. has achieved

dominance by playing- the tortoise,
not the hare. Whether it's the Win-
dows operating system or the Inter-
net Explorer Web browser, both of
which made real headway only in
their third version. Microsoft has
often succeeded more through per-
sistence than through speed.

Now, the software king is setting
its sights on the Internet's newest
strategic prize: the portal, a super
Web site that has so many services
and so much info that it's the first
place you visit on the Net. Microsoft
right now is recasting its fragmented
Web presence into one catch-all por-
tal, after a six-month effort code-
named Start.

The plan is to consolidate Mi-
crosoft's three separate consumer
gateway sites into a single super
Web site called MSN. COM and—after
two mediocre tries—to finally turn
the MSN brand into a cyberspace
leader. About 2. 5 million subscribers
now use MSN for Internet access—far
fewer than America Online Inc. 's 12. 5
million. But by prominently featuring
Microsoft's own popular Web sites,
including Expedia travel and Car-
Point auto sales, on the redesigned
MSN. COM home page, the combination
could be powerful, experts say.
"Maybe three times is the charm, "
concedes wary Yahoo Chief Operat-
ing Officer Jeffrey Mallet.
HANDS ON. He should worry. For
starters, Microsoft's new site will
match many of the convenient fea-
tures offered by Yahoo, AOL, and oth-
ers, such as instant messaging and
advanced search services. But Mi-
crosoft also will exploit advantages
that rivals can't easily match. Con-
sumers will be able to get to the
portal by clicking either the Mi-
crosoft Network or Internet Explor-

OPERATION PORTAL
Top exec Higgins is leading
Microsoft's charge into the
Web-site business
er icons found on almost every Win-
dows PC, so Microsoft will get the
first shot at newbies. And the soft-
ware giant plans to spend $100 mil-
lion to spread the word. "This is the
focal point of our Internet strategy
today, " says Pete Higgins, group
vice-president for Microsoft's Interac-
tive Media Group.

The project is so vital to Mi-
crosoft's future that Higgins, an 11-
year Microsoft veteran, is handling it
directly. His strategy: to do the same
standout job of integrating Microsoft
sites in MSN. COM as he did when he
oversaw the stitching together of the
company's spreadsheet, word pro-
cessing, and database programs into
the Office suite. Today, that package
holds a 90% market share.

Can Higgins hit another grand
slam? A repeat of such high market
share is unlikely given the runaway
performance of Yahoo and AOL. But
experts figure Microsoft can wangle
its way into becoming a top-ranked
portal. "If they can work it out, they
will be a real competitor, " says ana-
lyst Kate Delhagen of Forrester Re-
search Inc. "And we think they'll fig-
ure it out. "
HUNGRY FOR ADS. Microsoft is hardly
starting from scratch. Despite its
missteps with MSN, some 30 million
people visit Microsoft's consumer
sites each month, just 10 million few-
er than Yahoo. The Expedia site
boasts 2, 5 million regular users, who
book $20 million a month in travel
reservations, while CarPoint produces
S250 million in monthly sales through
auto dealerships. Lumped together,
Microsoft's family of consumer sites
ranked sixth in Media Metrix' July
list of top Web properties.

But Higgins' ultimate success will
depend on whether or not he is able
to turn that huge audience into
profits. While Microsoft's Web rev-
enues topped $410 million during
the fiscal year ended in June, much
of it came from lower-margin Inter-
net access fees—not more profitable
E-commerce and advertising income.
Indeed, analysts peg Microsoft's
Web losses last year at more than
$300 million.

The new portal strategy should
help turn that around. Higgins ex-
pects it will more than double ad
revenues. According to Jupiter
Communications Co., Microsoft net-
ted $20 million in Web ad revenues
last year—one-third what Yahoo
took in. "Advertisers follow eye-
balls, " says Jupiter analyst Peter
Storck. If so, the tortoise could be
lacing up some track shoes.

By Steve Haanm
in Redmond, Wash.
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Koogle Stay So Cool
in the Face of AOL's Assault?

Jft t Yahoo! Inc., the new millen-
ium began with a whomp

to the solar plexus. CEO Tim-
othy Koogle learned that

archrival America Online Inc. was about to
rock the business world by acquiring Time
Warner Inc. The deal raised questions
about the viability of Yahoo's strategy of
partnering with lots of companies instead
of buying a big one. Koogle, co-founder
Jerry Yang, and President Jeff Mallett hus-
tled off to a small conference room with a
whiteboard. Cool-under-pressure Koogle
led a reevaluation of the strategy. The three
resolved to stand firm. "He really held the
group together, " Mallet! says.

Koogle remains con-
vinced that his strategy
is the winning one for
Yahoo. Rather than trying to own every-
thing from Web sites to cable-TV systems—
not to mention TV studios and print
magazines—Koogle sees Yahoo as a pure
Web media play. He'll stick to offering the
masses a friendly gateway to the Web. And
he'll jazz up his offerings with ever-richer
programming. Example: the introduction
this year of live video broadcasts of per-
sonal-finance tips. "We want to be a glob-
al broadcaster. TV companies in traditional
media could never do that because of phys-
ical and economic constraints, " Koogle
says. "The Web creates an opportunity to
overcome them. "

pure Web play-
juggernaut

Still, Koogle recognizes that
he's still light-years from dom-
inating the media world. Yahoo trails No. 1
AOL in terms of online visitors—59, 8 mil-
lion a month for AOL, vs. 48. 3 million for
Yahoo. And the tremendous scope of Time
Warner's assets seems likely to widen the
gap. Most important right now, Koogle
has to catch up in e-commerce.

Yahoo arrived late to e-tailing. It didn't
start experimenting with online stores un-
til 1997, and didn't take a total plunge un-
til last year. Koogle's rationale; His top
priority was building an audience. Now
that Yahoo has 145 million registered users,
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Yahoo!
• POSITION: Chairman and CEO

• CONTRIBUTION: Koogle built
a Web portal with 145 million
registered users, more than any
other in the world—and it's prof-
itable. Now Koogle is goosing the
economy of this huge virtual
bazaar with online wallets, ship-
ping services, and other features.

• CHALLENGE: America Online
enables three times more
e-business per user than Yahoo
does. Yahoo must find a way to
turn its registered users—it has
six times more of them than
AOL—into spenders.

it's e-tailing away. Rather than
selling merchandise itself,
though, the company part-
ners with retailers. It charges
them fees for transactions

generated on its Web site. The result: Its
gross margin of 82. 7% is more than four
times Amazon. corn's. It doesn't have to
pay for warehouses and labor.

Now, if Koogle's strategy works, Yahoo
could become an e-commerce juggernaut. It
added Amazon-style cyberwallets and prod-
uct reviews last fall. It also teamed with
Kmart Inc. on free ISP BlueLight. com,
which has more than 1 million users who
automatically became Yahoo users, too.
"Commerce is coming into focus at Ya-
hoo. They are going to be a major force, "
says Merrill Lynch &Co. analyst Henry M.
Blodget. Early results are certainly encour-
aging. The value of sales at Yahoo's shop-
ping center jumped some 40% in the past
quarter, to more than $1 billion.

If anyone can rise to the AOL chal-
lenge, it's Koogle. He learned auto me-
chanics from his beloved late father, a
Navy machinist. He put himself through
college as a mechanic and graduated first
in his class at the University of Virginia.
Next steps: Stanford University grad
school and Motorola Inc. But Koogle has
an artistic side, too. Friends include a
group of glass blowers and. painters near
Venice. And he has fun: He plays the
electric guitar, and he has timed his Mer-
cedes to hit 170 mph.

Renaissance man Koogle still reflects
the spirit from which the Web was bom:
that of academics and intellectuals. AOL
has a better feel for the commercial main
street. To win, Koogle must learn to strad-
dle both worlds.

—By Steve Rosenbush
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BUSINESS
Yahoo co-founder enters
the elite billionaires club
Fib is first with a Net
directory to reach status
Bloomberg News

Who could've guessed that someone
with the title "Chief Yahoo" would be
worth a billion dollars?

Yahoo Inc. 's David Filo, 31, on Thurs-
day became the first founder of an Inter-
net directory to reach billionaire status,
based on his holdings in the company.
Yahoo's record close pushed Filo's net
worth to $1. 01 billion, vaulting him into
an elite group with Oracle Corp. Chief
Executive Larry Ellison and Intel Corp.
co-founder Gordon Moore. Yahoo co-
founder Jerry Yang, 29, isn't far behind.

Yahoo, the No. 1 service that helps In-
ternet users find information on the glob-
al computer network, has been an inves-
tors' dream, climbing more than sixfold
last year to top all U. S. stocks. The Santa
Clara-based company was the brainchild
of the two Stanford University graduate
students, and its quirky name and catchy
marketing propelled it to the most popu-
lar site on the Web.

"Yahoo is clearly the strongest brand
to grow from the Web, " said analyst Paul
Noglows of Hambrecht & Quist Group,
who rates the stock "buy. "

Shares rose $3 to $172. 88 on Thursday.
"They've more than doubled this year on
optimism that Yahoo will be one of the

See YAHOO, Page 4C

Yahoo co-founder becomes a billionaire
• YAHOO
from Page 1C
perennial leaders on the Internet.
Many investors are betting the com-
pany will distance itself further from
other Internet search engines and
online directories as it builds its ad-
vertising and electronic-commerce
revenue.

Filo owns 5. 85 million shares, or
12. 8 percent, of the Internet directo-
ry company. Yang, who co-founded
Yahoo with Filo in 1994 while the
two shared an office as Stanford
graduate students in engineering,

Yahoo's record close pushed David Filo's net worth to

$1. 01 billion, vaulting him into an elite group.

owns 5. 75 million shares, or 12. 5
percent, and probably will become a
billionaire shortly.

Yahoo lias added free electronic
mail, news, chat and other services
to attract repeat visits from Internet
users, making it the top Web site, ac-
cording to Relevant Knowledge, a
market-research firm that tracks
Web-site traffic.

Yahoo's market value of $8 billion

is higher than many giants of Ameri-
can industry, including Black &
Decker Corp., Rubbermaid Inc. and
Maytag Corp, In April, its value
topped a third of the companies on
the Standard & Poor's 500 Index,

What does Filo think of his new-
found status?

"You know, I'll bet lie doesn't
even know it, " said Yahoo spokes-
woman Diane Hunt.





Yahoo! Memories
I. Brian Park *= Brian's Go-H-lieb
Z. Ma++ R-igh+mire's Fan Mail
3. Poug fulfil ls a be+
4-. Flag hung af+er 9/11
5. Yahoos ge+ co;zy!
6. Poug and Henry
I. Sunnyvale Gafe
8. Peace!
9. Passing ou+ Presen+s in '98
\O. Tim's place +o run

II. Zod keeps his eye on +he ball
IX My Yahoo! launches
13. Judy Moore, Par+y Princess
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